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February has arrived, and as vaccination rollouts continue, and
we hopefully inch closer to getting the pandemic under control,
we strive to move forward in our
business and in our profession.
Before anything else, I would first
like to thank all of you for donating to our CEAC’s fundraiser. All
proceeds will benefit Cheers for
Charity, which assists area families
during the holiday season. Our
donation of $3,400 well exceeded
our goal of $2,500. Congratulations go out to Pat Oliphant, Brian
Staunton and Joseph Lynch, who
were the winners of the Charity
Raffle.
Our last educational meeting hosted by the CEAC and presented by United
Building & Energy Services’ Principal and Owner, Lance Rock, was a huge
success. If you were unable to participate in the webinar, the entire video
along with the basic calculations discussed are located on our website at
www.chiefengineer.org. The importance of being prepared for reviewing
the sequence of operation is valuable at this time. You may want to start
locating and reviewing your basis of design and sequence of operation
prints. Sooner, rather than later, you may be called upon to articulate what
changes your systems can undergo in order to make your facilities safe for
occupancy.
There is no one-size-fits-all approach when it comes to saving energy!
ComEd® Energy Efficiency Program incentives can help make building
and process improvements that save energy more affordable. Register for
our Feb. 17, 2021, webinar from 11:00am-noon to learn how you can help
make your facility more energy efficient and cost effective. We’ll share
project ideas and provide tips on how to take advantage of these FREE
services and valuable incentives.
In February, the board meeting is especially important, as we will be planning for the next year’s events and presenting plans, and budgets for each.
This year continues to be unpredictable, and it’s difficult to say at this time
what exactly our events calendar will look like — though I think we can
count on the Golf Outing going forward as it did last year — but we will
keep everyone apprised as best we can.
As we go forward into 2021, I’m confident that everyone is observing their
usual regimen of coil cleaning, infrared scanning and vibration analysis
at this time. Please remember, as we proceed with our building maintenance, that if you need any outside work done, to please consult your
Quick Shopper to support our Associate members who do so much to support us and our organization. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Tom Phillips
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In Brief

Hawaii Seawater Air Conditioning
Plans Shut Down Over Costs

Pipeline Opponents Sue to Shut Down
Minnesota Construction

HONOLULU (AP) — Plans to air-condition many commercial
and government buildings in Honolulu using cold deep-sea
water have been shut down because of increasing construction costs.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Opponents of a pipeline project that
crosses three states have asked a federal court to halt construction in Minnesota on allegations that U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers failed to address several environmental issues
when it approved a water quality permit.

Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning LLC had pursued the
project for 16 years, spending $25 million, obtaining all major regulatory approvals and signing up numerous customers,
The Honolulu Star-Advertiser recently reported.
Customer Service Director Gregory Wong said construction
cost estimates increased from $275 million to $400 million.
The company is expected to halt administrative functions by
the end of January.
“We had come so far,” Wong said. “It’s disappointing that
we have to stop now. Still, we appreciate the great collaboration and the relationships we’ve had the opportunity to
develop over the years.”
The system would have turned seawater into air conditioning
by pumping cold seawater to a land-based heat-exchange
plant to chill a closed system of fresh water sent to individual
building air conditioning systems through underground distribution lines. Leftover warmed seawater would have been
returned to the ocean where the water is about the same
temperature.

Ohio Supreme Court Stops Collection
of Nuclear Plant Subsidy
CLEVELAND (AP) — On Dec. 28, the Ohio Supreme Court
issued a temporary stay to stop collection of a fee from
nearly every electric customer in the state starting Jan. 1 to
subsidize two nuclear power plants, a provision included in a
scandal-tainted bill approved by the state Legislature in July
2019.
The order signed by Chief Justice Maureen O’Connor came
a week after a judge in Franklin County issued a preliminary
injunction to stop collection of the fees.
Common Pleas Judge Chris Brown in his ruling from the
bench on Dec. 21 said, “To not impose an injunction would
be to allow certain parties to prevail. It would give the OK
that bribery is allowed in the state of Ohio and that any
ill-gotten gains can be received.”
Kimberly Bojko, an attorney for the Manufacturers’ Association, called the ruling a “big win.” — Mark Gillispie

6
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Two Minnesota Ojibwe bands and two environmental groups
filed a lawsuit in U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia Thursday that asks for a preliminary injunction to stop
work on the Enbridge Energy Line 3 pipeline that began in
December across northern Minnesota.
Line 3 starts in Alberta and clips a corner of North Dakota
before crossing northern Minnesota en route to Enbridge’s
terminal in Superior, Wisconsin. The 337-mile (542.35-kilometer) line in Minnesota is the last step in replacing the deteriorating pipeline that was built in the 1960s.
The complaint said the Corps decision to issue the permit
authorizing the pipeline violates multiple federal laws and
treaties and is causing irreparable harm.

Damaged NW Indiana Bridge’s
Replacement Opens 11 Years Later
EAST CHICAGO, Ind. (AP) — A new 1.7-mile-long bridge for a
main traffic route in northwestern Indiana has opened more
than a decade after the previous bridge was ordered closed
because of severe deterioration.
Traffic began traveling the new Cline Avenue Bridge in East
Chicago after a recent ceremony. The new bridge cost private
operator United Bridge Partners more than $100 million to
build and rises 100 feet above the Indiana Harbor and Ship
Canal as a link to casinos and steel mills along Lake Michigan.
East Chicago Mayor Anthony Copeland called the bridge
opening a “great occasion” that was 11 years in the making
since state officials shut down the old bridge in December
2009 after an inspection showed it had become dangerously
weak, The (Northwest Indiana) Times reported.
United Bridge Partners waived tolls on the new bridge
through January. The two-lane bridge is expected to carry
10,000 vehicles daily.
The old bridge was only open for 23 years before extensive
corrosion prompted its closure. Demolition began in 2012
and replacement plans stalled until state officials reached a
deal with the private developer that began construction in
2018.

Officials Expect 2021 Action on New
I-69 Ohio River Bridge
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) — Leaders in the Evansville area say
they’re expecting action in the coming year toward the
construction of an Interstate 69 bridge over the Ohio River
between Indiana and Kentucky.
The biggest step would be federal approval of a route for
the new bridge that would cost an estimated nearly $1.5
billion.
Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb has included that bridge route
decision among his administration’s 2021 goals, along with
continuing construction of the final section near Indianapolis
of the I-69 extension through southern Indiana to Evansville.
Funding sources remain uncertain for the bridge project,
although Henderson County, Kentucky, Judge-Executive Brad
Schneider said the preliminary work for its construction was
getting done.
“The states are getting very close to reaching some final decisions and what grants can be sought on the federal level,”
Schneider told the Evansville Courier & Press.
Plans call for the charging of traffic tolls for crossing the new
I-69 span, while the fate of the two current U.S. 41 bridges
linking Evansville and Henderson, Kentucky, remains undecided. Local leaders have opposed the I-69 bridge project
team’s proposal to shut down one of the U.S. 41 bridges and
convert the remaining span to two-way traffic.
Evansville Mayor Lloyd Winnecke said he’s confident an I-69
bridge is a high priority for Indiana officials.
“I know the states talk on a regular basis on where this
project stands,” Winnecke said. “Each state is trying to
identify its funding streams for this. I couldn’t tell you what
the timeline is, but we feel comfortable with the process of
where it is.”

Honolulu Mayor Announces Contract
to Recycle Ash Byproduct

The Honolulu Program of Waste Energy Recovery facility
will treat and clean the ash that could potentially be used as
construction material. Metals recovered from the ash byproduct could be recycled as well, the Honolulu Star-Advertiser
reported.
The Honolulu Program of Waste Energy Recovery program
produces about 180,000 tons of ash which currently goes to
the Waimanalo Gulch landfill in Kapolei.
The contract this month would reduce ash by 60 percent, said
Lori Kahikina, director of the Department of Environmental
Services.

PUC Signs Off on $750 Million Xcel
Wind Energy Project
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minnesota regulators have approved
Xcel Energy’s $750 million wind farm “repowering” project,
one of several proposals from the utility to help speed up the
state’s economic recovery from COVID-19.
Xcel plans to retool several existing wind farms, projecting
that ratepayers will save $160 million through efficiency
gains. Recently, the Public Utilities Commission unanimously
agreed despite opposition from the Minnesota Department
of Commerce.
“I believe the record shows this will lead to substantial customer savings and ratepayer benefits,” said Matt Schuerger,
a PUC member, the Star Tribune reported.
Xcel’s project involves rebuilding wind-power plants with
new technology and bigger blades that will extend their life
spans by about 10 years.
The project primarily involves four larger wind farms in
southern Minnesota, which together have the power generation capacity of 651 megawatts. That’s about the same
capacity as a large coal generator, except that wind power is
variable.
Xcel said the projects will create about 700 construction jobs.

HONOLULU (AP) — Honolulu Mayor Kirk Caldwell announced a city contract to build a facility to treat and recycle
ash in order to prevent it from ending up in Oahu’s landfill.
The contract with Covanta Projects LLC was issued Dec. 7 and
will cost roughly $60 million over an 11-year period.
“As an island with finite natural resources and land, we understand the importance of minimizing the impact from the
waste we generate,” Caldwell said in a statement. “Through
our investments in the H-POWER plant, including our cutting-edge sludge burning facility, we have led the way in
recovering value from waste, while minimizing the amount
we send to our Waimanalo Gulch Sanitary Landfill (WGSL).”
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Flint Water Charges Escalate Debate
Over Officials’ Failures
By John Flesher and Tammy Webber | Associated Press
FLINT, Mich. (AP) — When a former Michigan public health
director was charged with involuntary manslaughter in the
Flint water crisis, the man who previously held the job says a
chilling thought crossed his mind: It could have been me.
“I spent 14 years in that chair,” said Jim Haveman, who
served under two Republican governors — including Rick
Snyder, another target of indictments released Jan. 14. “I
dealt with anthrax outbreaks, measles, hepatitis, Legionella.
... The list is a mile long. We had to make tough decisions all
the time.”
He contends Snyder, former health chief Nick Lyon and seven
others charged with various counts in one of the worst human-made environmental disasters in U.S. history are victims
of Monday-morning quarterbacking that makes criminals of
government officials guilty of nothing worse than honest

mistakes. Prosecutors, however, say this is no ordinary matter
of well-meant decisions that backfired.
“Pure and simple, this case is about justice, truth, accountability, poisoned children, lost lives, shattered families that
are still not whole, and simply giving a damn about all of
humanity,” said Kym Worthy, a leader of the team that investigated a catastrophe that has been described as an example
of environmental injustice and racism.
Few would dispute that a tangle of miscalculations, neglect
and hubris led to pollution of the impoverished, majority-Black city’s drinking water with lead. Some experts believe
it contributed to a fatal outbreak of Legionnaires’ disease.
But the charges have escalated a debate over whether state
and local officials crossed a line between incompetence and
illegality.
Those who support prosecution say conviction and punishment of those most responsible are essential steps toward
making the victims whole — even after a $641 million civil
settlement reached last year — and deterring similar misconduct.
To opponents, the charges are vengeful overreach that could
do more harm than good, discouraging talented people
from working in government and making those already
there excessively cautious — just as the COVID-19 pandemic
highlights the need for boldness and creativity.
Underscoring the high stakes is the precedent-setting nature
of the case.
Snyder is the first governor in Michigan’s 184-year history
charged with crimes involving job performance. Ron Sullivan, a Harvard Law School professor, said he knew of no
such cases in other states.
Governors have been accused of taking bribes, violating
campaign finance laws and personal misconduct. Sullivan
helped prosecute a former Missouri governor on an invasion-of-privacy charge involving a sex scandal. But the
Michigan matter, he said, is “odd” and he thinks the bar for
a conviction will be high.
Snyder, who held office from 2011 through 2018, faces two
counts of willful neglect of duty. The indictment says only
that he failed to monitor the “performance, condition and
administration” of his appointees and protect Flint’s nearly
100,000 residents despite knowing the threat.
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A section of the Flint River is shown in Flint, Mich., Wednesday, Jan. 13, 2021. Some Flint residents impacted by months of lead-tainted water are looking
past expected charges against former Gov. Rick Snyder and others in his administration to healing physical and emotional damages left by the crisis. (AP
Photo/Paul Sancya)

The Rev. Ezra L. Tillman Jr., pastor at First Trinity Missionary
Baptist Church in Flint, said it’s disappointing that Snyder was
charged only with misdemeanors.
“It gives a mirage that ... finally there is going to be some
justice for all these kids’ lives that have been destroyed, all
these elderly people whose lives have been destroyed,” said
Tillman, whose church is a distribution site for residents who
still need clean water. “It’s a joke.”
Yet even those charges will be hard to prove, Sullivan said.
Prosecutors will have to show intentional wrongdoing, not
just sloppy management.

But Noah Hall, a Wayne State University environmental law
professor who took part in a previous investigation of the
case and saw evidence including emails between top officials, said: “These were not innocent mistakes.”
Flint was under the control of a Snyder-appointed emergency manager when it switched its water source from Detroit to
the Flint River in 2014 to save money. Lead from aging pipes
contaminated tap water because the city followed state regulators’ advice not to apply anti-corrosive treatments.
Despite residents’ complaints of rashes, hair loss and other
ailments, Snyder’s administration waited 18 months to acknowledge a problem — after a doctor reported elevated

“Negligence, even gross negligence, is not enough,” he said.
(Continued on pg. 10)
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(Continued from pg. 9)

lead levels in children.
Lyon and ex-chief medical executive Dr. Eden Wells are
charged with involuntary manslaughter in the 2015 deaths of
nine people with Legionnaires’. Authorities said they failed
to alert the public about a regional spike in the disease when
the water system might have lacked enough chlorine to
combat bacteria.
Counts against others include perjury, obstruction of justice
and extortion.
Lyon and Wells were among those charged in the previous
investigation, which Democratic Attorney General Dana
Nessel’s office disbanded in 2019. She appointed a new team
that produced this week’s indictments.
During the initial Flint probe, the Association of State and
Territorial Health Officials — a nonprofit representing public
health agencies — warned against “criminalizing our exercise of professional judgment.”
The community has a right to know about health threats, the
group acknowledged in a court filing. But notifying the public too soon could lead to panic and rumors, it said, causing
people to avoid places such as hospitals.
If the prosecution were successful, the group said, health
officials “would face enormous pressure to shift their focus
away from scientific analysis and toward reducing liability.”
Hall said such “slippery slope” arguments ignore the Flint
situation’s uniqueness. Publicly available documents show
Snyder administration officials appeared more concerned
with “media responses and public relations” than “public
health and carrying out their statutory duties,” he said.
Sullivan, the Harvard professor, agreed the case probably
wouldn’t produce many imitators. Prosecuting a governor or
other high-ranking officials for what amounts to poor job
performance — even if intentional — is an “extraordinarily
aggressive” approach, he said.
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It’s rare for public officials, let alone industry, to be held
accountable for environmental contamination that disproportionately affects low-income and minority communities,
said Sara Hughes, an assistant professor at the University of
Michigan who studies urban environmental justice issues.
“It just kind of underscores how serious the crisis was,” said
Hughes, adding that the charges are important to help heal a
struggling city whose residents have been through so much.
“It was hard for me to imagine how the community was
going to move forward, how they were going to be able to
trust government again,” she said.

John Flesher reported from Traverse City, Michigan.

Project Will Double the Size of Island in
US Wildlife Refuge
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Work has begun off Louisiana on a
project to more than double the size of an island in the nation’s second-oldest wildlife refuge.
The project will add 400 acres of new habitat for birds and
animals on North Breton Island, which U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service spokesman Taylor Pool said currently covers about
290 acres.
North Breton Island is at the southern end of the Breton
National Wildlife Refuge, created in 1904 by President Theodore Roosevelt on a 60-mile-long sweep of barrier islands. It’s
the only refuge he ever visited, according to its website.
Without restoration, the island would dwindle to a sand bar
by the early 2030s, the U.S. Geologic Survey has said.
North Breton now houses one of Louisiana’s largest colonies
of water birds, including one of the largest pelican nesting
areas, the Fish and Wildlife Service said in a news release
about the work. The barrier islands also protect New Orleans
and other parts of southeast Louisiana from hurricane storm
surges.
Callan Marine LTD has a $54.9 million contract to pump up
to 5.9 million cubic yards of sand — enough to fill the Empire
State Building more than four times — from the Gulf of
Mexico floor onto the beaches, dunes and marshes of North
Breton Island.

Breton Island, off Louisiana at the southern end of the 60-mile-long chain
of barrier islands making up the nation’s second national wildlife refuge.
Work has begun to more than double the area available for nesting seabirds on North Breton Island. (Karen Westphal/U.S. Geological Survey via
AP)

South-Atlantic Gulf and Mississippi Basin Regional Office. “If
the island disappears, it will dramatically impact coastal bird
habitat.”

It’s starting at the north end, where pelicans nest on shrubby
mangroves. Working from north to south, the company is expected to finish in the spring, before the next nesting season,
the news release said.

Two smaller water bird rookeries — Queen Bess and Racoon
islands — already have been restored. Queen Bess, reopened
as a wildlife refuge early this year after being enlarged from
about 5 acres to 37 acres, held more than 10,000 nests this
year, the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries said in November. That month, volunteers planted 2,000 matrimony vines
and more than 4,200 mangrove seedlings to provide more
nesting habitat on Queen Bess.

If bad weather makes the company miss that deadline, work
would stop during nesting season and resume afterwards,
The Times-Picayune/The New Orleans Advocate reported.

Work also has begun to restore Rabbit Island, a west Louisiana island where hundreds of birds were released in 2010
after being cleaned of oil from the BP spill.

A century of erosion, hurricanes, the BP oil spill in 2010 and a
smaller spill in 2005 have eaten away at the islands. Hurricanes included Katrina and Rita, which ate away 80% of the
chain’s land area in 2005, according to the refuge’s website.

The North Breton Island project was among the first approved in 2014 as part of early restoration projects using
money provided by BP PLC after the 2010 spill in the Gulf of
Mexico.

The entire refuge currently has about 6,000 acres that are
generally above high tide, protecting nests on the ground.

“We won’t continue to be the Louisiana we know and love if
we don’t incorporate the needs of all our residents, including
birds and wildlife, because they contribute to making our
ecosystem so unique,” said Bren Haase, executive director
of Louisiana’s Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority.
“North Breton Island is the next step in preserving habitat
for our state bird and other species.”

In 1975, the islands — except for North Breton, which once
housed an oil facility — were made part of the National
Wilderness System.
“Breton is a special and unique place that is tremendously important to water birds and nesting birds,” said Leo
Miranda-Castro, head of the Fish and Wildlife Service’s
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Scientists Gain Unprecedented View of
Irradiated Nuclear Fuel
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — In a feat requiring perseverance,
world-leading technology, and no small amount of caution,
scientists have used intense X-rays to inspect irradiated nuclear fuel.
The imaging, led by researchers at Purdue University and
conducted at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory, revealed a three-dimensional view of the
fuel’s interior structure, laying the groundwork for better
nuclear fuel designs and models.
Until now, examinations of uranium fuel have been limited
to mostly surface microscopy or to various characterization
techniques using mock versions that possess little radioactivity. But scientists want to know at a deeper level how the
material changes as it undergoes fission inside a nuclear reactor. The resulting insights from this study, published in the
Journal of Nuclear Materials, can lead to nuclear fuels that
function more efficiently and cost less to develop.
To get an interior view of the uranium-zirconium fuel
studied, the researchers sectioned off a bit of used fuel
small enough to be handled safely — a capability developed
only within the last seven years. Then, to see inside this
tiny metallic sample, they turned to the Advanced Photon
Source (APS), a DOE Office of Science User Facility located at
Argonne.
Before the researchers could approach the formidable task
of isolating a fuel sample and placing it under an X-ray
beam, they needed to find the right specimen. Exploring
fuels archived at DOE’s Idaho National Laboratory (INL), they
identified a uranium-zirconium fuel that spent a total of two
years at full power in the Fast Flux Test Facility in Hanford,
Washington, and was removed from the reactor in the early
1990s.
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“We had to wait decades for this fuel to radiologically cool
or decay,” said Maria Okuniewski, an assistant professor of
materials engineering at Purdue University and the paper’s
lead author. “It was literally the coolest specimen that we
could remove based on the permissible safety guidelines at
both INL and APS.”
Even the coolest available spent fuel specimen was still too
hot, radiologically speaking, at its original size. Taken from a
larger fuel pin, the sample was less than a quarter of an inch
high, but it measured 1,200 millirem per hour from a distance of 30 centimeters — a radiation level 240 times larger
than the allowable limit at the APS.
To reduce the radioactivity, the researchers used a focused
ion beam with scanning electron microscopy at INL to create
a much smaller sample. The tool allowed them to pinpoint
an area of interest and deploy a stream of ions that essentially milled out a cube of material. The resulting sample was
roughly 100 microns across, no larger than the diameter of a
human hair.
“We’ve come a long way with this new instrumentation that
allows us to obtain samples that are small enough to be safe
and easily handled,” Okuniewski said.
The minuscule sample was mounted on a pin, encased in
a double-walled tube, and sent to Argonne, with multiple
radiation checks to ensure safety along the way.
At Argonne, the Purdue research team worked with scientists at beamline 1-ID-E, a high-brilliance X-ray source at the
APS, to examine the sample. The goal: To see what uranium-zirconium fuel looks like on the inside after it has been
(Continued on pg. 14)

Three-dimensional image reconstruction of a sample of irradiated fuel, showing the three thresholded uranium phases co-existing with pores. (Credit:
Purdue University image/Maria Okuniewski)
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atoms split and fission products accumulate, the fuel grows
in volume.

bombarded with neutrons for two years.
“We are really talking about a piece of dust that you can
barely see with the naked eye — it’s that small,” said Peter
Kenesei, a physicist with Argonne’s X-ray Science Division
and study co-author. “But this is also very dense material,
so you need a sufficient intensity of high-energy X-rays to
penetrate and study it.”
The technique used, micro-computed tomography, detects
at high resolution the X-ray beam as it emerges on the other
side of the sample. From multiple images taken as the fuel
was rotated, computers could reconstruct its internal features based on how it altered the incoming beam, similar to
a medical CT scan.
“The 1-ID-E beamline’s flexibility, along with Argonne’s
expertise in safely handling nuclear materials, allows us to
design and conduct a unique experiment like this one,”
Kenesei said.
In particular, Okuniewski and her colleagues were interested in the phenomenon of swelling. Nuclear fuel generates
energy by taking one uranium atom and splitting it into
two, and this fission process generates byproducts such as
the gas xenon and metals like palladium and neodymium. As

The safety and longevity of any given nuclear fuel depends
on being able to predict how much it will swell. Too much
swelling can cause the uranium to react with, and possibly
fracture, its protective outer layer, called a cladding. To
prevent that from happening, engineers rely on fuel performance codes, which are computer models that simulate
various aspects of a fuel’s behavior in a reactor, such as how
hot in temperature it will get and how its constituents redistribute in space.
“In every single fuel type, swelling is an issue,” Okuniewski
said. “These fuels are designed so that the inner core is free
to expand to a specific level before it touches the cladding.”
In addition to providing a clearer, localized picture of the
fuel structure and the different material phases that developed over time, the study at the APS revealed evidence that
the release of fission gases might continue to occur beyond
the thresholds assumed in previous analyses. This type of
data can help strengthen fuel performance codes, which in
turn would help lower the cost of fuel development, since
reliable computer simulations can minimize the number of
expensive irradiation tests needed.
“We’re always striving within the nuclear community to
figure out ways that we can improve the fuel performance
codes,” Okuniewski said. “This is one way to do that. Now
we have three-dimensional insight that we previously didn’t
have at all.”
The paper, “The application of synchrotron micro-computed tomography to characterize the three-dimensional
microstructure in irradiated nuclear fuel,” was supported by
Purdue University and DOE’s Office of Nuclear Energy. The
authors, in addition to Okuniewski and Kenesei, are Jonova
Thomas, Alejandro Figueroa Bengoa, Sri Tapaswi Nori, and
Ran Ren at Purdue; Jon Almer at Argonne; James Hunter at
Los Alamos National Laboratory; and Jason Harp at INL.
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Energy Department: Idaho Top Choice
for New Test Reactor
By Keith Ridler | Associated Press

BOISE, Idaho (AP) — Idaho is the top choice for the first new
nuclear test reactor in the country in decades, the U.S. Department of Energy recently said.
The agency released a draft environmental impact statement
naming the Idaho National Laboratory as its preferred site
for the proposed Versatile Test Reactor, or VTR.
Officials say the reactor is needed to help revamp the nation’s fading nuclear power industry and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by developing safer fuel and power plants.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee is an alternative for the new reactor if further study finds the Idaho
site doesn’t work.
The Energy Department, in an apparent inadvertent tweet,
recently said that Idaho was the agency’s top choice for the
reactor ahead of Tennessee. U.S. Republican Sen. Jim Risch
amplified the tweet with a congratulatory retweet, and the
Energy Department later confirmed to The Associated Press
in an email that Idaho was its top choice.
The release of the draft environmental impact statement
began a formal process with public involvement. After the
Energy Department took public comments on the draft document for several weeks, the next step is issuing a final environmental impact statement and a formal decision selecting
the site, expected sometime in 2021. Plans call for building
the reactor by the end of 2025.
“The VTR will help ensure that (the Energy Department)
and our industry partners can develop innovative nuclear
technologies to supply the United States, and the world,
with abundant carbon-free energy,” Rita Baranwal, assistant

secretary for Nuclear Energy, said in a statement.
Officials in the draft environmental impact statement said
Idaho became the preferred site over Tennessee because of
infrastructure at the Energy Department’s 890-square-mile
Idaho site in high desert sagebrush steppe about 50 miles
west of Idaho Falls.
The Idaho site contains the Materials and Fuels Complex, or
MFC. That facility has the Hot Fuel Examination Facility, and
other specialty labs and facilities, that could examine radioactive spent nuclear fuel to see how it has performed in the
test reactor.
Idaho “was selected primarily because the project would
make use of numerous facilities at MFC,” the Energy Department said in the draft environmental impact statement.
The U.S. is currently involved in a massive effort to revamp
the nation’s fading nuclear power industry and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by developing safer fuel and power
plants. Idaho National Laboratory is a key component in that
plan started during the Obama administration and continued
under the Trump administration.
The new director at the Idaho National Laboratory, John
Wagner, said last week that talks with the incoming Biden
administration indicate continuing support for nuclear research.
The push to revamp nuclear power plants coincides with
shifting attitudes on nuclear power as it has become apparent that renewable energy sources such as wind and solar
(Continued on pg. 16)
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won’t be able to replace the burning of fossil fuels to meet
demands.
Burning fossil fuels is blamed for global warming as well as
bad air. The World Health Organization estimates that 4.2
million people die annually due to air pollution.
The U.S. gets about 20 percent of its energy from nuclear power produced at 96 nuclear plants in 29 states. They
account for about 55 percent of the nation’s clean energy
production, the Energy Department says. The reactors are
conventional “light-water” reactors fueled by uranium and
cooled by water. But many are older, and some are having a
tough time competing economically.
The Versatile Test Reactor would give scientists a dedicated
“fast-neutron-spectrum” testing capability. Such reactors are
called fast reactors.
The advantage of such a test reactor, scientists say, is that fast
neutrons have a higher energy level and speed the testing
of materials, fuels and instruments needed in a new wave of
planned commercial nuclear reactors.

risks because plutonium can be used to make nuclear weapons. Critics also say they produce waste even more hazardous
and difficult to dispose of than conventional reactors.
The draft environmental impact statement says the test
reactor core would consist of 70 percent uranium, 20 percent
plutonium and 10 percent zirconium. The document said later operations could used different ratios, as well as uranium
enriched above 5 percent. Enriched uranium is used to make
military nuclear weapons.
The agency said it can obtain that fuel in the U.S. from various sources, including defense programs. The agency said it
has also identified potential sources in Europe to get plutonium.
The Energy Department had a fast reactor, the Experimental
Breeder Reactor II, operating in eastern Idaho until it was
shut down in 1994 as the nation turned away from nuclear
power following nuclear accidents at Three Mile Island in
Pennsylvania in 1979 and Chernobyl in Ukraine in 1986. Those
were followed by the earthquake- and tidal-wave caused nuclear disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in Japan
in 2011.

The disadvantage of such reactors, other scientists say, is that
they are cooled with harder to control liquid sodium and
fueled by plutonium, increasing potential nuclear terrorism
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Colt Killian, left, and Rob Cox manipulate radioactive material remotely behind a protective barrier at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility at the Idaho National Laboratory near Idaho Falls, Idaho. Idaho is the top choice for the first new nuclear test reactor in the U.S. in decades. The U.S. Department of Energy
recently released a draft environmental impact statement saying the Idaho National Laboratory is its preferred site for the proposed Versatile Test Reactor.
(AP Photo/Keith Ridler, File)
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EPA Invites 3 Chicago-Area Projects
to Apply for $461 Million in Loans to
Improve Water Quality
WASHINGTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) recently announced that 55 new projects in 20 states
are being invited to apply for approximately $5.1 billion in
Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA)
loans, including three in the Chicago area. This funding will
help finance over $12 billion in clean water and drinking
water infrastructure projects to protect public health and improve water quality in communities across the United States.
“EPA built one of the greatest financing tools for investing
in America’s water infrastructure in history when it stood
up the WIFIA program in 2018,” EPA Administrator Andrew
Wheeler said. “These 55 new projects will facilitate $12
billion in water infrastructure to help address some of the
most pressing challenges faced by water systems across this
country.”
Since the first WIFIA loan closed in 2018, EPA has announced
41 WIFIA loans that are providing $7.8 billion in credit assistance to help finance $16.8 billion for water infrastructure
while creating more than 38,800 jobs and saving ratepayers
$3.7 billion. EPA received 67 letters of interest from both
public and private entities in response to the 2020 WIFIA
Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA). After a robust statutorily required review process, the WIFIA Selection Committee
chose 55 prospective borrowers’ projects to submit applications for loans and placed three prospective borrowers on a
waitlist.
The WIFIA program is expanding its geographic scope by
inviting entities from Alabama, Iowa, Ohio, Texas, and West
Virginia for the first time. Four prospective borrowers that
submitted letters of interest in response to a previous WIFIA
Notice of Funding Availability resubmitted them for 2020
and have been invited to proceed in the 2020 funding round.
Seven borrowers who have already received a WIFIA loan
or are in the process of closing a loan have been invited to
apply for additional financing. This action complements EPA
November 2020 announcement that California, Iowa, and
Rhode Island were invited to apply for a total of $695 million
in loans through EPA’s new state infrastructure financing
authority WIFIA (SWIFIA) program.
Selected Projects in the Chicago area:

•

Chicago Department of Water Management (Illinois):
Water Main and Lead Service Line Replacement Program;
$336 million to replace water mains and the associated
lead service lines in the City of Chicago’s drinking water
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distribution system. The purpose of these projects is to
remove lead service lines from the Chicago water distribution system to limit negative public health effects.

•

City of Evanston (Illinois): 36”/42” Raw Water Intake
Replacement; $27 million. The project will replace aging
infrastructure that is underperforming in order to maintain capacity and regulatory compliance of the water
treatment facility. The 36”/42” Raw Water Intake Replacment Project will include the design and construction of
the replacement intake and the abandonment of the existing intake that is currently failing.

•

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater
Chicago (Illinois): Capital Improvement Projects;
$98 million on various projects. Five projects involve
rehabilitation of intercepting sewers to eliminate inflow
and infiltration. One project provides connections to the
tunnel and reservoir plan to relieve wet weather flow.
Six projects will rehabilitate or replace infrastructure at the
water reclamation plants. The final project adds a chemical
treatment system to the Calumet Water Reclamation Plant
to reduce phosphorus in wastewater. The purpose of these
projects is to preserve the useful life of the facilities and
increase the capacity or efficiency of these facilities.

To learn more about the 55 projects that are invited to apply,
visit https://www.epa.gov/wifia/wifia-selected-projects

New Preserve Aims to Protect Slice of
White River, Old Canal
ANDERSON, Ind. (AP) — A newly created central Indiana nature preserve will create a safe passage for wildlife along the
White River and safeguard the remnants of a 19th-century
canal, a conservancy group says.

millennia in this region. We have to protect and restore the
natural lands along the river to preserve this irreplaceable
resource,” the conservancy’s executive director, Julie Borgmann, said in a news release.

The Red-tail Land Conservancy recently announced that it
had established the 50-acre Hidden Canal Nature Preserve in
Anderson. The forested tract will create a protected corridor
for local and migrating wildlife, The Star Press reported.

The nature preserve includes within its borders a remnant
of the Hydraulic Canal, which was built in the 1870s using a
natural ridge that lines the property. That canal’s promising
design was envisioned as a development that would revolutionize Anderson’s milling industry, but its construction failed
before the canal was ever put into use.

The nonprofit conservancy, which owns the plot, said protecting the land will mean that animals — including great
blue herons, turkey and river otters — won’t need to cross
through neighborhoods and urban areas to search for food,
water and shelter.
It will also create a passage free of manmade structures for
migratory birds and fish.

The nature preserve is located on the White River across from
Mounds State Park, about 30 miles (48 kilometers) northeast
of Indianapolis. It will eventually be open to the public once
work to remove invasive plant species and other improvements are completed. Those plans include hiking trails, wildlife observation areas and educational signs.

“The White River has sustained wildlife and people for
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Green Building Initiative Announces
Election of Dr. Charles Kibert as Chair
of the Board of Directors

“I am honored and humbled for the opportunity to lead an
organization that has displayed such a strong commitment
to improving the built environment,” said Dr. Kibert. “Our
global environmental and health challenges require urgent
action. GBI’s programs are assets to building owners who
need roadmaps and tools like Green Globes right now. I
look forward to continuing our work with GBI’s volunteer
experts, Green Globes Professionals and Assessors to sharpen
our focus on sustainability, health, and resilience issues in
buildings.”
Kibert is taking the reins at a time when GBI is poised for
significant expansion. Having certified more than 2,000
properties in the U.S. and Canada that cover more than 378
million square feet of commercial and multifamily spaces,
GBI’s future initiatives include increased focus on promoting
net zero solutions, resilience strategies, and facilitating cooperation on ESG goals for corporations and REITs. Additionally,
GBI’s leadership envisions incremental global expansion for
the organization over the next several years.
Vicki Worden, President and CEO of GBI notes, “Dr. Kibert
and our new and returning board members bring the expertise and passion that will be required to help our nation and
global community through the challenges wrought by pandemic and uncertainty. GBI looks forward to being an active
contributor to making forward progress on our collective
climate-related priorities in 2021.”
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The three new directors joining Dr. Kibert and the board are
positioned to make an immediate impact. Sara Greenwood
joins GBI’s leadership having completed more than seventy
Green Globes projects and brings an unrivaled understanding
of the green building landscape. Tehmina Husain has overseen numerous Green Globes and Guiding Principles Compliance projects and holds both GBI’s Green Globes Professional
(GGP) and Guiding Principles Compliance (GPCP) credentials.
Finally, as the CEO and President of Construction Management Association of America, Andrea Rutledge brings extensive association management experience along with a record
of successful leadership development to GBI.
“The new board members each offer a unique and valuable
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GBI has gained a reputation during its 16-year history
for making aspirational goals more achievable through
user-friendly tools built upon comprehensive standards.
According to Worden, this cumulative success is built on the
dedication of expert volunteers who give thousands of hours
to the organization. GBI’s membership growth is a signal of
the organization’s momentum. Worden cites that: “GBI now
is comprised of more than 700 industry professionals and
sustainability-minded organizations. Nearly 70 percent of our

members are practitioners contributing to making a difference with every building.”
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PORTLAND, Ore. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — The Green Building
Initiative (GBI) is pleased to announce the election of Dr.
Charles Kibert, Professor and Director of the Powell Center for Construction and Environment at the University of
Florida, as Chair of its Board of Directors. GBI’s membership
also elected three new Directors, Sara Greenwood, GGP, and
Principal of the Greenwood Consulting Group; Tehmina Husain, GGP, GPCP, and Sr. Sustainability Consultant of Merrick
and Company; and Andrea Rutledge, CAE, and CEO of the
Construction Management Assn. of America to the board
with terms through December 2023.
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set of experience and skills, and all are proven leaders with
an expressed desire to make GBI an even stronger organization,” said Ralph Egües, Chair of GBI’s nominations &
governance committee. “Of course, we are delighted to be
adding these three accomplished women as we continue to
make progress in building a diverse Board reflective of GBI’s
community.”
Greenwood, Husain, and Rutledge enthusiastically join a
multi-stakeholder board of directors featuring representatives from construction companies, architectural firms,
academic institutions, NGOs, and industry. The GBI board
members provide strategic direction for the organization, a
501(c)3 nonprofit incorporated in Portland, OR. GBI has eight
committees where volunteers oversee the organization’s
education offerings, engagement, tools, standards, and other
aspects of its efforts to fulfill its vision of sustainable, healthy,
and resilient buildings for all. Additionally, the organization
conducts technical reviews of its rating systems using its
ANSI-approved consensus procedures that include multiple
public comment periods, a balanced consensus body, and
audits completed by ANSI resulting in “approved American
National Standard” status.
Dr. Charles Kibert has been elected to the position of Chair of Board of
Directors at the Green Building Initiative.
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Making Green Hydrogen a CostCompetitive Climate Solution
ABU DHABI, United Arab Emirates — Hydrogen produced
with renewable electricity could compete on costs with fossil
fuel alternatives by 2030, according to a new report from the
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). A combination of falling costs for solar and wind power, improved
performance, as well as economies of scale for electrolyzers
could make it possible. ‘Green Hydrogen Cost Reduction:
Scaling up Electrolyzers to Meet the 1.5⁰C Climate Goal’ looks
at drivers for innovation and presents strategies that governments can peruse to reduce the cost of electrolyzers by 40
percent in the short term and by up to 80 percent in the long
term.

at USD 20 USD/MWh in large, cost-competitive electrolyzer
facilities could produce green hydrogen at a competitive
cost with blue hydrogen already today. If rapid scale-up and
aggressive electrolyzers deployment take place in the next
decade, green hydrogen could then start competing on costs
with blue hydrogen by 2030 in many countries, making it
cheaper than other low-carbon alternatives before 2040,
IRENA’s analysis shows.

Green hydrogen could play a critical role in decarbonization
strategies, particularly so where direct electrification is challenging in harder-to-abate sectors, such as steel, chemicals,
long-haul transport, shipping and aviation. However, regulations, market design and the costs of power and electrolyzer
production are still major barrier to the uptake of green
hydrogen.

IRENA has also recently published “Green hydrogen: A guide
to policy making” (www.irena.org/publications/2020/Nov/
Green-hydrogen) that outlines the main barriers inhibiting
green hydrogen uptake and the policies needed to address
these. It offers insights on how to kickstart the green hydrogen sector as a key enabler of the energy transition at the
national or regional level.

Read the full report, Green Hydrogen Cost Reduction: Scaling
up Electrolyzers to Meet the 1.5⁰C Climate Goal, at irena.org/
publications/2020/Dec/Green-hydrogen-cost-reduction.

“Renewable hydrogen can be a game-changer in global
efforts to decarbonize our economies,” said Francesco La
Camera, Director-General of IRENA. “Levelling the playing
field to close the cost gap between fossil fuels and green
hydrogen is necessary. Cost-competitive green hydrogen can
help us build a resilient energy system that thrives on modern technologies and embraces innovative solutions fit for
the 21st century.”
Today, green hydrogen is 2-3 times more expensive than blue
hydrogen, produced from fossil fuels in combination with
carbon capture and storage (CCS). The production cost for
green hydrogen is determined by the renewable electricity
price, the investment cost of the electrolyzer and its operating hours. Renewables have already become the cheapest
source of power in many parts of the world, with auctions
reaching record price-lows below USD 20 per megawatt-hour
(MWh). While low-cost electricity is a necessary condition for
competitive green hydrogen, investment costs for electrolysis
facilities must fall significantly, too.
IRENA’s new study identifies key strategies and policies
to reduce costs for electrolyzers through innovation and
improved performance aiming to scale up electrolyzers from
today’s megawatt to multi-gigawatt (GW) levels. Standardization and mass-manufacturing of the electrolyzer stacks,
efficiency in operation as well as the optimization of material procurement and supply chains will be equally important
to bring down costs. For that, today’s manufacturing capacity
of less than 1 GW would have to massively grow beyond 100
GW in the next 10 to 15 years.
In the best-case scenario, using low-cost renewable electricity
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As global economies turn increasingly carbon neutral, IRENA’s new report
focuses on renewable hydrogen as a low-cost option.
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Achieving Water Authority Compliance
for Power Generation Industry With
Automated Wastewater Treatment
Electric power plants must meet EPA and local wastewater
requirements for effluent, including those under the Clean
Water Act. Under the Clean Water Act, the EPA has identified
65 pollutants and classes of pollutants as “toxic pollutants,”
of which 126 specific substances have been designated “priority” toxic pollutants. Failing to do so can result in severe
fines that quickly escalate.
Typically, fossil-fuel burning power stations, especially coalfired plants, are a large source of industrial wastewater.
Many plants discharge wastewater with significant levels of
metals such as mercury, lead, chromium, and cadmium from
sources such as flue gas mercury control, flue-gas desulfurization, and fly ash/bottom ash. Wastewater can also include
arsenic and selenium as well as nitrogen compounds. Plants
with air pollution controls such as wet scrubbers also usually
transfer any captured pollutants to the wastewater stream.
For the power generation industry, this means installing a
wastewater treatment system that effectively separate the
contaminants from the water so it can be legally discharged
into sewer systems or even re-used.
However, traditional wastewater treatment systems can be
complex, often requiring multiple steps, a variety of chemicals and a considerable amount of labor. Even when the
process is supposedly automated, too often technicians must
still monitor the equipment in person. This usually requires
oversight of mixing and separation, adding of chemicals, and
other tasks required to keep the process moving. Even then,
the water produced can still fall below mandated requirements.
Although paying to have power plant wastewater hauled
away is also an option, it is extraordinarily expensive. In
contrast, it is much more cost effective to treat the industrial
wastewater at its source, so treated effluent can go into a
sewer and treated sludge passes a TCLP (Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure) test and can be disposed of as
non-hazardous waste in a local landfill.
Fortunately, complying with EPA and local wastewater regulation has become much easier with more fully automated,
wastewater treatment systems. Such systems not only reliably
meet regulatory wastewater requirements, but also significantly reduce the cost of treatment, labor and disposal when
the proper Cleartreat® separating agents are also used.
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Cost-Effective, Automated Wastewater Treatment
In contrast to labor-intensive multiple step processes, automated wastewater treatment can help to streamline production, usually with a one-step process, while lowering costs at
industrial facilities.
An automated wastewater treatment system can eliminate
the need to monitor equipment in person while complying
with EPA and locally mandated requirements. Such automated systems separate suspended solids, emulsified oil and
heavy metals, and encapsulate the contaminants, producing
an easily de-waterable sludge in minutes, according to power
industry consultants at Sabo Industrial Corp., a New Yorkbased manufacturer, distributor and integrator of industrial
waste treatment equipment and solutions, including batch
and fully automated systems, Cleartreat separating agents,

bag filters, and accessories.
The water is typically then separated using a de-watering
table or bag filters before it is discharged into sewer systems
or further filtered for re-use as process water. Other options
for de-watering include using a filter press or rotary drum
vacuum. The resulting solids are non-leachable and are considered non-hazardous, so will pass all required testing.
These systems are available as manual batch processors,
semi-automatic or automatic, and can be designed as a
closed loop system for water reuse or provide a legally
dischargeable effluent suitable for the sewer system. A new,
fully customized system is not always required. In many cases,
it can be faster and more cost effective to add to or modify
a power plant’s current wastewater treatment systems when
this is feasible.
However, because every wastewater stream is unique to its
industry and application, each wastewater treatment solution must be suited to or specifically tailored to the application.
The first step in evaluating the potential cost savings and
effectiveness of a new system is to sample the wastewater
to determine its chemical make-up followed by a full review
of local water authority requirements, say power industry
consultants at Sabo Industrial.

Automated wastewater treatment systems help the power industry remain
in compliance with EPA and local standards, while significantly reducing the
cost of treatment, labor and disposal.

The volume of wastewater that will be treated is also analyzed, to determine if a batch unit or flow-through system is
required. Other considerations include the size restrictions so
the system fits within the facility’s available footprint.
(Continued on pg. 26)
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Separating Agents
Despite all the advances in automating wastewater treatment equipment any such system requires effective separating agents which agglomerate with the solids in the wastewater so the solids can be safely and effectively separated
out.
Because of the importance of separating agents for wastewater treatment, Sabo Industrial uses a special type of bentonite clay in a line of wastewater treatment chemicals called
Cleartreat. This line of wastewater treatment chemicals is
formulated to break oil and water emulsion, provide heavy
metals removal, and promote flocculation, agglomeration
and suspended solids removal.
Bentonite has a large specific surface area with a net negative charge that makes it a particularly effective adsorbent
and ion exchange for wastewater treatment applications
to remove heavy metals, organic pollutants, nutrients, etc.
As such, bentonite is essential to effectively encapsulate the
materials. This can usually be achieved in one-step treatment,
which lowers process and disposal costs.
In contrast, polymer-based products do not encapsulate the
toxins, so systems that use that type of separating agent are
more prone to having waste products leach back out over
time or upon further agitation.
Today’s automated systems along with the most effective
Cleartreat separating agents can provide power industry operators with an easy, cost-effective alternative so they remain
compliant with local ordinances and the EPA.
Although there is a cost to these systems, they do not require
much attention and can easily be more economical than paying fines or hauling.
For more information, call (845) 562-5751; Fax (845) 5625909; email info@saboindustrial.com, visit saboindustrial.com
or write to Sabo Industrial at 2 Little Britain Road Newburgh,
NY 12550.
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Sabo Industrial’s Cleartreat line is designed to de-emulsify oil and water,
and remove heavy metals and other suspended solids.

CTA Elevating Futures Scholarship Fund
Accepting Applications from CPS High
School Students
CHICAGO — Mayor Lightfoot, the Chicago Transit Authority
(CTA), and Chicago Public Schools (CPS) recently announced
that new applications are now being accepted for the CTA
Elevating Futures Scholarship Fund, an innovative program
that provides a path for economically disadvantaged youth
to pursue education and careers in construction and engineering.
Created in partnership with the Walsh-Fluor Design-Build
team — the contractor for CTA’s historic $2.1 billion Red and
Purple Modernization (RPM) Phase One Project — the scholarship program provides aid to students who plan to pursue
four-year degrees in construction management, civil engineering, industrial engineering or systems engineering.
“It’s important that as a city we continue to invest in our
youth and prepare them for the future,” said Mayor Lightfoot. “The CTA’s innovative scholarship program provides
opportunity to hardworking students from low-income backgrounds, helping them achieve their potential in an especially challenging world.”
“With every CTA project, we are committed to creating
opportunity and inclusion for Chicagoans across the city,”
said CTA President Dorval R. Carter, Jr. “With potential future
labor shortages in these industries, there is a growing opportunity for our youth to enter occupational fields in which
they have been historically underrepresented.”

Walsh-Fluor and create important opportunities for CPS students through the CTA Elevating Futures Scholarship Fund,”
said Jeffery Beckham Jr., Chicago Scholars Interim CEO. “This
fund will elevate opportunities for our financially under-resourced and first-generation Scholars beyond college access
as they continue on the path to becoming young professionals and leaders within Chicago’s STEM industry.”
Program Details and Timeline
The application period opened Dec. 10, 2020 and applications will be due March 1, 2021. To apply, visit
https://chicagoscholars.org/apply
• Up to three scholarships will be awarded of $5,500 a year
for four years per winner.
• Scholarship winners will be announced on April 15, 2021.
• Eligible students must be enrolled in a CPS or CPS-supported high school and currently part of the Chicago Scholars
program. Chicago Scholars recruits from all 77 community
areas of the city and has student representation from 75
CPS and CPS-supported high schools.
• Eligible students must be enrolled in STEM coursework,
have a grade point average of at least 3.0, and have a
good attendance record.

•

The CTA Elevating Futures Scholarship Fund was created
by CTA in 2019 and is now in its second year. Walsh-Fluor
is funding the program with $250,000 for 10 scholarships
between 2020 and 2023. Students who are awarded scholarships are also eligible to apply for paid summer internships
with Walsh-Fluor.
The program is administered by Chicago Scholars, a mentoring and leadership development organization that helps
first-generation college students and students from under-resourced communities navigate transitions into college,
through college and on to careers.
“We have so many students who work hard and are committed to their education and need financial assistance to
achieve their dreams,” said CPS CEO Dr. Janice K. Jackson.
“The CTA Elevating Futures Scholarship Fund lessens the barriers they face and gives them the opportunities they need to
succeed, especially during such difficult times.”
“Chicago Scholars is proud to partner with the CTA and
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Touchdown for Central Roofing
MINNEAPOLIS, MN — The NFL’s Minnesota Vikings didn’t
make the Super Bowl in 2018, but they did score big with
a new Twin Cities Orthopedics (TCO) Performance Center
complex. The 40-acre training facility and headquarters is
just part of the dream for a 200-acre mixed-use development
known as Viking Lakes in Eagan, Minn.
As the cornerstone of the new campus, TCO Performance
Center includes state-of-the-art training, care and practice
facilities plus the Vikings headquarters. Topping the massive
277,000-square-feet of space is another kind of state-ofthe-art achievement: an immense roof created by Central
Roofing Company of Minneapolis.
Tough Weather — Tough Deadlines
Groundbreaking for the Vikings new facilities was in 2016.
For the next year-and-a-half, a team of 15-20 Central Roofing employees worked full time on installing the roof on
the enormous training center and the adjacent TCO Eagan
location.
“This was an ‘all in’ type of job through all kinds of harsh
weather,” says Michael A. Mehring, vice president of commercial sales for Central Roofing Company. “Our team
worked through high winds, cold weather and very snowy
conditions. Nothing stopped us. During the winter weather
we used snow shovels and a crane to remove snow from the
top of the structures. We just kept on working.”
That level of commitment was not lost on anyone. “This project simply had to stay on schedule,” says David Stark, LEED
AP and project manager for Kraus-Anderson Construction
Company. “We’ve worked successfully with Central Roofing
on other projects. We’re always happy with their work, professionalism and responsiveness.”
On this project, the Central team used large-scale equipment
and skilled staff to meet the project’s challenging deadline.

The Minnesota Vikings’ new Twin Cities Orthopedics Performance Center in
Viking Lakes in Eagan, Minn., features a 277,000-square-foot roof Central
Roofing Company of Minneapolis.

Up on the Roof
The primary roofing material installed on the roofs for the
Viking complex is Firestone 60 MIL Ultraply TPO. The design
team at Crawford Architects specified the product because of
its relatively low cost related to material and installation.
“Given the nature and size of the training facility, plus the
sheer dimensions of the NFL regulation sized indoor practice
field, there was a vast amount of roof to consider in the
design of the structure,” says Doug Osborn, senior associate with Crawford Architects. “This Firestone product has
high performance capabilities, long-term durability and is
easy to repair. We selected the thicker 60-mil membrane to
accommodate both foot traffic and routine maintenance of
mechanical equipment on the rooftop.”
Central Roofing Scores Big
According to Osborn, the roofing on the project accounts for
a large majority of the building envelope. For that reason, it
was even more important to select a membrane product and
insulated roofing system that contributes toward the projected savings of energy consumption.
In addition, architectural pavers, decorative rock and artificial turf were all installed by Central Roofing as part of the
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project. The products were used on the Ownership Amenity
Roof Deck, which is directly adjacent to the Ownership Suite
and Administrative office areas of the TCO Performance
Center.
“This was definitely a challenging project,” says Osborn.
“The Vikings were not going to adjust their schedule. They
needed to occupy the facility for off-season training activities.

Central Roofing Company is a nationally certified woman-owned and -operated private corporation based in Minneapolis, Minn. Established in 1929, the company has more
than 200 union employees. Central Roofing Company focuses
on projects for commercial roofing, exteriors service, and
metal wall panels. For more information, visit
www.CentralRoofing.com.

“It says a great deal about the work done by Central Roofing
that we had very minimal suggested corrections related to the roofing during our punch
list and final closeout review.”
With the project now complete, Stark, with
Kraus-Anderson, is pleased with the outcome.
“Central Roofing was again a good partner
on this project,” says Stark. “The team staffed
the project well and responded to changes
professionally. Their dedication to excellence
helped us meet the construction deadlines.”
Next: Hotel Roof
With the TCO Performance Center complete,
the Central Roofing team turned to their
next Viking Lakes project: the roof on the
new Omni® Viking Lakes Hotel. Designed
by ESG Architecture and Design, the 14-story hotel opened in the autumn of 2020. It
features 320 guest rooms in a Nordic theme,
with more than 35,000-square-feet of indoor
and outdoor meeting space.
Kraus-Anderson once more served as the
general contractor on this next Viking Lakes
project. Atop the hotel the Central team
installed EPDM from Firestone, along with
HFA waterproofing from American Hydrotech. Wall and roof panels were fabricated
onsite and included one-and-one-half-inch
high double lock standing seam panels. All
materials were installed above a metal deck.
The deck includes substrate board, vapor
retarder, ply-wood faced insulation boards,
self-adhering waterproof underlayment and
a drainage mat.
Grabbing a good deal of attention are the
Archatrak Porcelain Pavers. Used on the
balconies to finish the project, they are in a
Geos color.
“We’re all huge Viking fans at Central Roofing,” says Mehring. “It was an honor playing
a critical role in roofing the first major structures at Viking Lakes. We anticipate this new
development will be a tremendous asset to
the Vikings and their fans.”
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The Art of Mobilization: Ensuring the
Continuity of Industrial Production
By Del Williams
Industrial manufacturers require production reliability and
continuity. However, a wide range of conditions can make
this challenging — from unexpected emergencies, power
grid failures and blackouts to partial plant shutdowns for
maintenance, upgrade, replacement, or expansion.

applications. Additionally, the lead time to receive a mobile
solution can be excessive. This is a concern when the mobile
units are built by firms that outsource much of the work to
off-site subcontractors, each with their own production leadtime constraints and potential bottlenecks.

So, when uninterrupted power, power storage, water pumping, filtration, treatment, etc., is necessary for production,
safety, or regulatory compliance, a growing number of manufacturers are looking to mobile trailer and containerized
units. These modular units can complement, supplement, or
replace such functions on a temporary or permanent basis.
Notably, the units can be customized to meet specific needs
and delivered in a fraction of the time and cost that it usually takes to build onsite or offsite.

Building supplemental systems and delivering them to
remote locations can have significant schedule and cost
benefits. This is true where locations may have limited access
to local skilled labor or where getting labor to the installation site. This is also beneficial when a schedule requires that
many systems be installed in parallel by allowing subsystems
to be built and delivered ahead of schedule.

With a collaborative approach and flexible design options,
such modular systems can quickly be taken from concept to
turnkey asset. When necessary, supplemental support solutions can even include mobile offices, command and control
centers and foodservice kitchens. Organizations with multiple sites can transport the mobile units wherever needed at
any time.
“Custom-built trailers can be configured to act as rapidly deployable mobile units to provide remote power generation
and distribution, water treatment, and battery energy storage systems (BESSs). The units can be designed to a variety of
specifications and sizes with high output capabilities, sound
mitigation, and minimal environmental impact,” says Mark
Steele, CEO of St. Charles, MO-based Craftsmen Industries, a
rapid designer and fabricator of mobile, containerized units
for temporary or permanent use.
Since 1982, Craftsmen has fabricated mobile units for organizations such as Verizon, AmerenUE, Dell, and the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs, along with dozens of others.
Overcoming Conventional Limitations
Traditionally, adding capacity to an existing industrial facility
has been constrained by the limited amount of available
space near production or processing lines.
Even when space was available outside, constructing structures outdoors to house and protect equipment needed for
functions such as power, pumping, and water treatment is
expensive, slow, and usually not feasible if the need is temporary.
While utilizing industrial equipment in mobile trailers has
been an option, the solutions are rarely tailored to specific
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Fortunately, more-nimble, vertically integrated design and
fabrication firms that can scale up for larger projects are now
meeting the need for fast, flexible, collaborative construc-

tion of mobile assets. This ensures continuous industrial
production capacity, even on short notice.
“Manufacturers may not always have much advance notice
when they realize that supplemental or replacement power,
water, or energy storage is required due to emergencies or
unplanned repairs. So, expediting delivery and tailoring it to
their process is often critical,” says Steele.
To speed mobile unit delivery and customization when it is
necessary, Steele recommends that manufacturers work with
a firm that offers in-house design, engineering, and fabrication capacity. This can cut traditional delivery time in half. In
practice, this means that a partially customized mobile unit
in a trailer or container can be received in about 12 weeks
versus an industry typical 24 weeks, or a fully customized
unit in about 20 weeks versus over a year elsewhere in the
industry, if available.
Also important is working with a firm that is not only an
integrator but also a fabricator with full engineering capabilities. This helps to resolve any issues that can occur at the
drawing board as well as any difficulties that occur on the
fly, according to Steele, whose firm is ISO 9001:2015 certified
and fabricates with a wide variety of materials including
carbon steel, stainless steel, aluminum and alloys.
“To avoid delays and other issues down the road, I would

Modular trailers can be “skinned” with appropriate branding and messaging.

also advise working with a firm that allows the design and
fabrication teams to directly interact and communicate on
the shop floor on a routine, preferably daily basis. This can
safeguard against misunderstandings that could otherwise
(Continued on pg. 32)
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take the project off track,” says Steele.
Because circumstances can vary and change, Steele says that
flexibility and collaboration should also be emphasized.
“Sometimes the manufacturer will provide the equipment
and we will integrate it into the mobile unit. At times, they
will specify and we will source it. Other times, we might design a portion of the project or most of it,” he says.
For more complex projects, however, it is important that the
units are designed to be easily connected.
“The modular units are like LEGO blocks that can be combined to optimize function in a minimal spatial footprint.
If you have a generator unit, a power storage unit, a pump
unit, and a filtration unit, you could link them all together
wherever needed,” says Steele.
When necessary, additional mobile units designed for support purposes are required. For centralized control, a mobile
command center can be utilized. This eases information flow
and distribution through data, voice, and video through the
center.
For example, with the use of mobile assets AmerenUE, an
electric and natural gas utility provider to approximately
1.2 million Missouri customers, developed a creative way to
enhance its effectiveness while responding to system power
outages when major storms occur.
AmerenUE relied on Craftsmen to build two mobile command center trailers to improve its coordination and communication with field personnel during restoration efforts.
Both command centers are 53-foot single drop trailers with
custom modifications.
The trailers are self-sustaining dispatch offices equipped
with a communications room, custom antenna housing,
conference room, field commander’s office, six work stations,
satellite dish and 30- kilowatt generator.
The mobile assets provider also printed and “skinned” the
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trailers with a dramatic photograph of line workers on poles
and the message “Help is on the way.” The trailers stay at an
AmerenUE operating center in west St. Louis County until the
units are dispatched. This occurs during incidents requiring
the restoration of a large number of customers, when a communications center needs to be close to the action.
According to Steele, almost any requirement can be supplied
as a mobilized solution. Mobile office trailers and training
vehicles can also be used as temporary onsite work locations
with specific seating, technology, restroom and kitchen
facilities available. If space is at a premium, single and double
expandable trailer units can be designed with hydraulic
bump-outs so that up to 980 sq. ft. of space is available.
In the marketplace, manufacturers have long been subject
to excessive production downtime due to power failures and
other unexpected occurrences.
Rapid deployment of mobile production and processing equipment in modular trailers or containers can be customized and outsourced from concept
to turnkey asset.

With the availability of rapidly deployable, customizable mobile equipment trailers and containers, manufacturers today
have a ready means to ensure reliable production despite
emergencies like blackouts, as well as necessary maintenance
for upgrade, replacement or expansion, which could otherwise lead to extended plant shutdowns.
For more information, call 1-800-373-3575 toll free; visit
www.craftsmenind.com; or write to Craftsmen Industries, Inc.
at 3101 Elm Point Industrial Drive, St. Charles, MO 63301.

Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California.

DON’T LET YOUR BUSINESS GO UP IN FLAMES!

100% TAX DEDUCTIBLE
INSTALL OR RETROFIT FIRE
SPRINKLERS TODAY!

DEDUCT THE FULL COST OF QUALIFIED IMPROVEMENT PROPERTY!
CARES ACT
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES)
Act closed a loophole that was included in the TCJA by
making QIP 15-year property. This change made businesses
of all sizes, regardless of the amounts spent on equipment,
eligible to deduct the full cost of commercial ﬁre sprinkler
systems using bonus depreciation.
The time is now to upgrade your building's ﬁre safety with a
ﬁre sprinkler system or a sprinkler retroﬁt. Under the new
Section 179 guidelines, the one year deduction period
phases out after 2022. Any new sprinkler system or retroﬁt
completed between September 27, 2017 and December 31,
2022 will be able to be fully expensed in one year. After
2022, the allowed deduction percentage is as follows:
2021: 100%
2023: 80%
2025: 40%
2022: 100%
2024: 60%
2026: 20%

The Section 179 deduction is not phased out over time.
However, there is a phase out of the amount allowed as a
deduction based on a maximum spending amount of $2.59
million on equipment in a year. Businesses that spend over
that amount will see a dollar for dollar reduction of their
eligible deduction. So a business that spends $3.63 million
or more on equipment in a given year would not be allowed
any Section 179 Deduction.
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Prior to the TCJA allowing Section 179 on qualiﬁed
improvement property, including sprinkler systems,
property of this type was only allowed a deduction on a
straight line basis over a period of 39 years. In other words,
a company spending $390,000 on a commercial sprinkler
system prior to the TCJA would only deduct $10,000 per
year for 39 years.

WHAT IS QIP?
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December,
2017, gave small businesses the ability to deduct the full
cost of Qualiﬁed Improvement Property (QIP) up to $1.04
million in the year of installation using Section 179.

While many believe that the intention of Congress was to
make Qualiﬁed Improvement Property 15-year property,
which would have made this property eligible for bonus
depreciation, the TCJA left the life of this property at 39
years. So, a taxpayer who did not elect to use the Section
179 Deduction or who has that deduction phased out would
have been left to depreciate the remaining balance of the
assets over a 39-year period.

QIP is deﬁned as improvements to the interior of an existing
building that is not residential property. Commercial ﬁre
sprinkler systems, including upgrades of existing systems or
retroﬁtting in existing structures, are considered QIP.

Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.

2027 and after: The depreciation schedule becomes
permanently set at 15 years.

For more information on how these tax incentives might impact the business of your
contractors, we would recommend that they contact their tax professionals, as
situations differ based on the facts and circumstances for each business. As a general
rule, we would not recommend that the Local provide tax advice to the contractors.

CALL OR CLICK 8443727283 • FireProtectionContractors.com

DON’T LET YOUR
BUSINESS GO UP
IN FLAMES!
The Fire Protection Contractors work on all aspects of ﬁre protection
systems. Starting with the initial design of your system to the installation we
are with you every step of the way. Almost as important as installing a ﬁre
sprinkler system is the routine maintenance. This includes inspection and
testing to ensure the system is working and, in most areas, required by law.

24 Hour Emergency Service
Inspection, Testing and
Maintenance
Fire Pump Testing
Design and Installation –
Residential, Commercial,
Industrial
Retrofit and Remodel
Fire Suppression Systems

CALL OR CLICK ANYTIME FOR
EMERGENCY OR ROUTINE SERVICE
8443727283 • FireProtectionContractors.com
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Flexible Industrial Plant Gas Monitoring
Key to Safe, Profitable Operation
By Del Williams

Whether new or retrofit construction, monitoring hazardous gases in industrial plants and warehouses, as well as at
loading docks and receiving areas, is often crucial to safety,
compliance, and productivity. Exposure to potentially toxic
gases can come from a wide variety of sources, particularly in
partially or totally enclosed areas.
According to an OSHA factsheet, carbon monoxide (CO) is
a common industrial hazard resulting from the incomplete
burning of material containing carbon such as natural gas,
gasoline, oil, propane or coal.
“Carbon monoxide is harmful when breathed because it
displaces oxygen in the blood and deprives the heart, brain
and other vital organs of oxygen. Large amounts of CO can
overcome you in minutes without warning — causing you to
lose consciousness and suffocate,” states the OSHA factsheet.
“You may be exposed to harmful levels of CO in boiler
rooms, warehouses, petroleum refineries, pulp and paper production, and steel production; around docks, blast
furnaces, or coke ovens” as well as in occupations such as
forklift operator, diesel engine operator, and welder, adds
the factsheet.
Similarly, industrial workers are exposed to nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) from the burning of fuel for vehicles, equipment, and
power generation, which can cause respiratory irritation and
aggravate respiratory diseases.
Within warehouses and around loading docks/receiving areas, propane-burning forklifts and equipment can result in a
build-up of carbon dioxide (CO2) with complete combustion,
or result in excess CO with incomplete combustion. Breathing too much CO2 can cause headaches, dizziness, difficulty
breathing, elevated blood pressure, and even coma, asphyxia, and convulsions.
While loading docks and shipping/receiving areas are only
partially enclosed when warehouse bay doors are opened,
the prevalence of diesel trucks can make monitoring toxic
gases essential.
Even with ventilation systems installed, the systems can be insufficient, become overwhelmed, or break down and fail. So,
any areas at risk in industrial plants and warehouses should
be continually assessed to avoid the inadvertent accumulation of dangerous gases.
To enhance safety, comply with regulations and minimize the
risk of dangerous gases that can be inhaled or even flammable or explosive, gas monitoring systems can be set to detect
for specific thresholds. After detection, such systems will

Detecting dangerous gases with versatile, advanced modular systems can
speed compliance and construction project completion.

typically alarm to warn workers in the vicinity, and can also
text or email supervisory personnel or managers to trigger
an immediate response. A record is often kept to document
compliance.
However, the challenge is that industrial processes and capacities change over time. Design specifications written at the
start of a project can evolve, and so can the requirements.
Also, local jurisdictions and code officials may have different
demands that must be accommodated.
Consequently, working with a vendor with expertise in gas
monitoring systems and utilizing advanced, flexible modular
systems can significantly speed project completion while facilitating design changes. So too, can new and more reliable
wireless detection systems that promise to speed installation
and reduce wiring costs when retrofitting or expanding detection in existing structures.
“On almost every project, design changes occur, so we
choose to work with expert vendors that help us quickly
adapt,” says Adam Hitchen, President of Atlantis Comfort
Systems, a Rhode Island-based HVAC contractor that provides
(Continued on pg. 36)
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commercial and residential service across the East Coast.
According to Hitchen, in one project in Boston there were
changes in the design of a loading dock area that required
accommodation.
“They erected a wall, which required an extra ventilation system, a makeup air system, an independent CO/CO2 detection
system, and a change in the existing panel planned for the
job,” says Hitchen.
On the project, Atlantis Comfort Systems relied on a vendor
that provided engineering expertise.
“Our vendor helped us change midstream seamlessly. Acme
provided the new system, the new panel, and adjusted the
existing panel,” says Hitchen, who notes that the wiring
diagram, engineering drawing, and necessary sequence of
operations was also provided.
Acme Engineering is an ISO 9001:2015-certified manufacturer
of environmental controls and systems with integrated mechanical, electrical and electronic capabilities. The company
has expertise providing equipment for monitoring a variety
of gases such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon
dioxide, hydrogen, ammonia, and refrigerants.
When designing a gas detection network, after receiving a
floor plan, the company creates performance-based specifications, identifies the optimal sensor locations, elaborates the
most energy efficient activation sequence for the ventilation
system, and prepares a job-specific wiring diagram, usually
within a day or two.
According to Hitchen, when design changes occur the gas
monitoring company reacts quickly. “They start with the intent of the design engineer and when project requirements
change, they rapidly revise it and provide what is needed.
This helps with code compliance,” he says.
Expediting Construction Projects
For John Rainone, previously a senior project manager with

Automated Logic, a Carrier company, the main benefit of
working with a vendor with gas monitoring expertise was
expediting complex projects. The vendor provided certified
engineering drawings up front and as needed.
“No one waited for us on a multi-million-dollar project,
which was key because it carried a significant per day late
penalty. Altogether, the design expertise probably saved us
between two to four weeks,” says Rainone.
The Multi-Gas Monitoring System (MGMS) by Acme, installed
on the project to prevent excess carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide accumulation, is a gas detection network capable of communicating in real time with any smart device. The
system utilizes industry-standard communication protocols
like Ethernet and BACnet that allow remote supervision and
reporting to building automation systems.
Such a system can also save energy from the intermittent
operation of ventilation equipment. Without detectors to
check air quality, ventilation would need to run continuously
to change the air. Instead, the gas detection system can check
the air quality and only run ventilation when it is necessary.
According to the ASHRAE Applications Handbook, this type
of advanced, variable, CO-based demand ventilation control strategy can decrease energy costs by over 60 percent
compared to continuously operating ventilation. Additionally, wear and tear and maintenance on the mechanical and
electrical equipment is reduced.
Next Generation Wireless
Although wired installations have long been utilized to
install gas monitoring networks in industrial settings, new
advanced wireless systems are ideal solutions for large open
spaces like warehouses and loading docks, particularly for
retrofits or expansions of existing systems.
Wireless capability is extremely advantageous from an installation point of view for reducing installation time and costs.
Gas detection networks are installed by licensed electricians
and labor costs are fairly high. With wireless gas detection
networks, all that is required is mounting the sensors and
establishing the connection with the system.

Powerassured.com • 24/7/365 • 844-LHPOWER
Generators • Transfer Switches • Fire Pumps
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“In terms of installation, a warehouse can have 40-foot high
ceilings so it would be costly to run conduit and wires all over
for gas monitoring, power and connectivity. Loading docks
tend to be situated at the ends of a facility, so wireless could
be a big benefit there too. By avoiding the cost and complexity of requiring an electrician for such areas, you could probably save about 20 percent on installation costs,” says Rainone.
Acme, for its part, has developed a wireless version of its
MGMS system that incorporates a unique Wi-Fi capability so
it is not necessary to have a control panel as the sole point to
receive feedback from the gas detection network. With the
wireless MGMS users can observe current conditions via their
computers, tablets and phones, with real-time alarms in case
of emergency.
“When it comes to reducing installation cost and expediting the project, there is going to be a benefit with wireless.
Because anytime you eliminate conduit and wire from one
sensor to the next, to the next — and you eliminate all that
material and labor — there are going to be savings with
wireless,” concludes Rainone.
For more info, visit Acme Engineering Prod. Inc. at acmeprod.
com or in the U.S. phone Michael McKee, National Sales Manager at (514) 718-4868, fax (518) 236-6941, email
info@acmeprod.com, or mail Acme at Trimex Building, Route
11, POB 460 PMB 10, Mooers, New York.

Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California.
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Engineer James Domina (left) and Air Comfort Sales Engineer Scott Leitner near one of the massive boilers still in place at 645 N. Michigan Ave.
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645

CHILLER REPLACEMENT AT

NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

By Karl J. Paloucek

T

here’s a phrase that comes up from time to time that says,
“Little things mean a lot.” Usually it’s a gauge of sentiment. But sometimes, in the world of building systems
management, finding something little can mean that big changes
are in store. When Tim Clarke and his fellow engineer, James
Domina, found they had a leak in the evaporator tube in one of
their centrifugal chiller units at 645 N. Michigan Ave., they knew
right away that they had to patch it. But they also knew that
that leak was telling them something: It was going to be time to
replace this aging chiller.

and Moriarty made the decision to contact Air Comfort about
implementing a modular chiller solution that would satisfy
the building’s needs without requiring a major remodel. What
they decided on was the installation of six Carrier AquaSnap®
30MPW units to replace the centrifugal, offering redundancy as
well as a greater latitude of control. ASHRAE 90.1-compliant,
quiet and easy to use, the 30MPWs offer 71 tons per unit for a
total capacity of 426 tons. With two compressors per unit, that’s
35 ½ tons per compressor. And, of course, the benefit of redundancy.

“We had a power winch, and elbow
grease for the rest of it.”
								
“We were like, ‘It’s not going to last that long with the patch,’ so
we pretty much got the ball rolling from there on what we could
do,” Domina recalls.
The existing pair of chillers had been installed at the time of
construction. They were enormous, and walled into their own
separate rooms. Looking at the logical point of entry for a new
centrifugal to be brought in — a standard doorway — it was
clear that replacement with the same scale of technology was
going to require a massive remodel with walls being moved, and
likely considerable disruption of building operations. They were
looking at a costly road ahead of them, and it didn’t suit. “That’s
when [we] started to realize to go into a mod, or smaller chillers,
to go that route, which, I think, was ultimately the better route,
even versus a centrifugal chiller.”
Clarke, the chief engineer at 645 N. Michigan Ave., and Charlie
Moriarty, the property manager, discussed the pros and cons,

-James Domina, Engineer

Air Comfort Sales Engineer Scott Leitner says that the property
was already in great shape to make the change. “A year prior to
this, the building ended up putting in a brand-new VAS control
system for all of the mechanicals in the building and everything,
so that was done,” he says. And because the chillers are equipped
with BacNet controls, that allowed them to be tied directly into
the building automated control system. “With this project, this
system was tied into the new control system they have, so now
everything is on the upgraded VAS.”
But before any installation could happen, the first things that
had to be contended with were the logistics of removing the
centrifugal and making room for the new. And that was not
a small job. DAY Scrap Metal came to do the heavy lifting. “It
was all enclosed,” Leitner says. “The room had to come down —
not just demo, but electrical and so forth, so it was a pretty big
undertaking.”
(Continued on pg. 40)
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(Continued from pg. 39)

“We also had an old absorber that was not being used since the
’80s that was also demo’d and removed,” Domina adds. “That was
a pretty big machine. That’s why these boilers are so big — because it was feeding the absorber.”
After a lot of demolition and torch work, the DAY Scrap folks
were able to remove all of the hardware, and the install could
begin. One of the biggest advantages of going modular was the
ability to bring each of the Carrier units in through the standard
36-inch doorway that serves as the basement access. “We had a
power winch, and elbow grease for the rest of it,” Domina says.
Shipped fully factory-assembled with complete internal piping
and wiring, the chillers’ installation went smoothly, providing a
relatively painless transition to the newer technology. According
to Domina and Leitner, throughout the whole demo and install,
there were very few hiccups. “I’ve never seen a job go absolutely
perfect,” Domina says. “But as for the issues we did have, they
weren’t major headaches.”

“We were able to find out where they were when they cut the
wire,” Domina recalls. “The building was only down for a little
bit. But once that happens, everybody starts freaking out, and
then you find it. As long as you’re not going two or three days
trying to find the problem. … But after that was said and done,
we’ve been running smoothly.”
The install was completed in the first half of 2020, and everything has been up and running since. “We ran it this summer,
so we’ve gotten a good season out of it,” Domina says, adding
that the redundancy allows them the flexibility to only run some
combination of the units at any given time. “I think that’s the
best part about it, really — not running them all at the same
time, unless it’s very, very warm out, in the upper 90s. And even
then, it was still five at a time, or four at a time. So it held up really well for the few 90-degree days we had over the summer.”

Having the ability to alternate which chillers are used on any
given day also saves on the general wear and tear of each unit.
“Essentially, you really have 12 stages, because of the two compressors on each unit,” Domina continues. “They’re not all going
There was perhaps one minor issue, Leitner indicates. “There was at the same time. One day one’s running, one day the next is
running, so they each get their usage, and their hours stay even
a control issue [during demo]. They cut through a control line
and it threw an alarm up in the VAS system. We were able to get on each one. One’s not running more so than the other. … And
you’ve got the redundancy, too — if one fails, you’re still safe.”
the VAS company out, fix that, took care of everything.”
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Since installation and the commencement of operation, there’s
only been one slight hitch.
“I’d say the biggest issue was the evaporator that we had to have
replaced, which came down to the manufacturer,” Domina says,
indicating that they simply took the replacement in stride.
In addition to the chillers, they added the new replacement
evaporator pump and two new condenser pumps, both on
frequency drives. According to Leitner and Clarke’s team, this
was a no-brainer. “Especially efficiency-wise, and everything,”
Leitner says. “It offers rebates for more efficient equipment and
everything, so they were able to get a significant rebate for doing
the replacement this way as opposed to something that wasn’t as
efficient.”
“These pumps are Armstrongs,” Leitner continues. “They call
them smart pumps. They don’t need differential pressure switches down the line. They handle everything right at the pump. The
pump — it’s got configurations in the drive, and sensors, and
figures everything out right at the pump, rather than having
to throw something downline. It’s the first time I’ve used these
pumps. We’ve used them at the company quite a bit, but this
is the first job that I was able to use these pumps on [a job], so
they worked out real good. Real nice pumps.”

For more information about how you can best outfit your building with modular chiller units, feel free to contact Air Comfort
Sales Engineer Scott Leitner at leitners@aircomfort.com.
Clockwise from opposite upper left:
-Replacing the centrifugal chiller at 645 N. Michigan was a daunting task,
not least because of its size and the structure that surrounded it.
-To get the centrifugal out the door, it was necessary to start cutting it apart
with torches.
-A lot of demolition had to happen prior to readying the room for the
arrival of the new chillers.
-As part of the installation, Clarke and his team also brought in Armstrong
Smart Pumps that handle everything at the pump instead of requiring
pressure switches downline.
-The control panel, at right, is where the six chillers all come together. This
box interfaces with the building’s new VAS system.
-Each chiller unit features its own display so that engineers can see what’s
going on with each unit at a glance.
-The system’s Alarm Manager allows you to see what’s going on with the
chiller units and to respond rapidly and accordingly.
-The building at 645 N. Michigan retains one of its centrifugal chillers, but
eventually even that one is likely to be replaced by a similar series of modular units that replaced its twin.
-Six Carrier AquaSnap 30MPW chillers replaced one of the two massive centrifugal chillers that previously had been installed, offering greater flexibility, reliability and redundancy.
-The centrifugal as it went out, in many pieces.
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News

Physics Discovery Leads to Ballistic
Optical Materials
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Electronics are increasingly being
paired with optical systems, such as when accessing the internet on an electronically run computer through fiber optic
cables.
But meshing optics — which relies on particles of light called
photons—with electronics—relying on electrons — is challenging, due to their disparate scales. Electrons work at a
much smaller scale than light does. The mismatch between
electronic systems and optical systems means that every time
a signal converts from one to the other, inefficiency creeps
into the system.
Now, a team led by a Purdue University scientist has found a
way to create more efficient metamaterials using semiconductors and a novel aspect of physics that amplifies the activity of electrons. The study is published in the journal Optica.
This new class of materials has the potential to dramatically
increase the resolution in medical scanning and scientific
imaging and drastically reduce the size of supercomputers,
creating a future where scientists can see tiny things in far
greater detail and devices are smaller and more powerful.
Scientists have worked for decades to shrink photons down
to a nanometer scale to make them more compatible with
electrons — a field known as nanophononics. This can be
achieved using rarefied materials and expensive production
techniques to make so-called hyperbolic materials. Using
hyperbolic materials, scientists can shrink photons by compressing the light, making it easier to interface with electrical
systems.
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Evgenii Narimanov, a theoretical physicist and professor of
electrical and computer engineering at Purdue, explained,
“The most important thing about hyperbolic materials is that
they can compress light to almost any scale. When you can
make light small, you solve the problem of the disconnect
between optics and electronics. Then you can make very
efficient optoelectronics.”
The problem lies in creating these hyperbolic materials. They
typically consist of interwoven layers of metals and dielectrics, and every surface must be as smooth and defect-free
as possible at the atomic level, something that is difficult,
time-consuming and expensive.
The solution, Narimanov believes, includes semiconductors.
Not, he emphasized, because of anything special about
the semiconductors themselves. But because scientists and
researchers have devoted the past 70 years or more to producing high-quality semiconductors efficiently. Narimanov
wondered if he could harness that proficiency and apply it to
producing new and improved metamaterials.
Unfortunately, semiconductors do not make inherently good
optical metamaterials; they do not have enough electrons.
They can work at relatively low frequencies, in the mid- to
far-infrared scale. But to improve imaging and sensing technologies, scientists need metamaterials that work in the visible on near-infrared spectrum, at much shorter wavelengths
than the mid- and far-infrared.
Narimanov and his collaborators discovered and tested an
optical phenomenon called “ballistic resonance.” In these
new optical materials, which combine metamaterial concepts

with the atomic precision of single-crystal semiconductors,
free (ballistic) electrons interact with an oscillating optical
field.
Synchronizing the optical field with the frequency of the motion of the free electrons as they bounce within the confines
of the thin conducting layers, forming the composite material, causes the electrons to resonate, enhancing the reaction
of each electron and creating a metamaterial that works at
higher frequencies. While the researchers were not yet able
to reach the wavelengths of the visible spectrum, they did
get 60% of the way there.
“We showed that there is a physics mechanism that makes
this possible,” Narimanov said. “Before, people did not realize this was something that could be done. We have opened
the way. We showed it is theoretically possible, and then we
experimentally demonstrated 60 percent improvement in the
operational frequency over existing materials.”
Narimanov originated the idea and then teamed up with
Kun Li, Andrew Briggs, Seth Bank and Daniel Wasserman at
the University of Texas, as well as Evan Simmons and Viktor
Podolskiy at the University of Massachusetts Lowell. The
University of Texas researchers developed the fabrication
technology, while the Massachusetts Lowell scientists contributed to the full quantum theory and performed the numerical simulations to be sure everything functioned as planned.

POWER SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
•

Altorfer is the only authorized Caterpillar Dealer in the greater
Chicagoland area.

•
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Newly developed ballistic optical materials consist of a composite of two
transparent materials, creating a plasmonic material. (Illustration by Evan
Simmons and Kun Li)

“We will keep pushing this frontier,” Narimanov said. “Even
if we are extremely successful, nobody is going to get semiconductor metamaterials to the visible and near-infrared
spectrum within a year or two. It may take about five years.
But what we have done is provide the material platform. The
bottleneck for photonics is in the material where electrons
and photons can meet on the same length scale, and we
have solved it.”
This work was partially supported by the National Science
Foundation (grants DMR-1629276, DMR-1629330, DMR1629570 and ECCS-1926187), the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency Nascent Light-Matter Interactions program,
and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation.
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News

UK Looks to Ban Sale of New Petrol and
Diesel Cars by 2030
When asked about the next car they buy, one in ten people
said they expect it to be an electric vehicle (EV), and a further 41 percent said they may purchase one of these. This is
part of the findings from new research carried out by Alpha
Real Capital LLP, the specialist real assets investment manager, and Cornwall Insight, the provider of research, analysis,
consulting and training to businesses and stakeholders in the
British, Irish and Australian energy markets.
“Growth in EV purchases will be essential to driving down
costs and stimulating the level of investment in infrastructure needed to expand charging networks and achieve the
UK government’s ambitious goal of ending the sale of new
petrol and diesel cars by 2030,” Will Morgan, Head of Renewables at Alpha Real Capital, said.
Alpha runs a renewables business that invests in UK renewable energy infrastructure. Morgan believes the growth of
the electric vehicle market could be a catalyst for further
investment from institutional investors into the UK renewables industry.
“The growing appetite for EVs is encouraging, and we can
see this bearing fruit in vehicle sales,” Jacob Briggs, Senior
Consulting Analyst at Cornwall Insight, said. “The number of
EVs on the road continues to grow at pace, with year-to-date
registrations up 162 percent compared to 2019. In order to
ensure consumer confidence and deliver the transition to
transport electrification, it is vital that charging infrastructure across the country keeps pace with the demand, with
the right infrastructure deployed in the right place to ensure
the UK’s net zero ambitions are realized.”

An electric car recharging port on a street in London, Wednesday, Nov. 18,
2020. Britain says it will ban the sale of new gasoline and diesel cars by
2030, a decade earlier than its previous commitment. Prime Minister Boris
Johnson recently made the pledge as part of plans for a “green industrial
revolution” that he claims could create up to 250,000 jobs in energy, transport and technology. (AP Photo/Kirsty Wigglesworth)

Alpha’s renewables business invests in the majority of UK
renewable energy infrastructure including wind, solar, hydro,
and other low-carbon energy resources.
Alpha’s renewables portfolio generates more than 340 GWh
of clean energy — enough to power more than 110,000
homes, an annual CO2 offset equivalent to planting almost
50 million trees.

Alpha has completed more than 50 transactions and invested
or committed more than £600 million into UK renewable
energy, providing predictable, long-term cash flows to investors.
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Johnson Controls Recognized for
Leadership in Climate Action
CORK, Ireland — Johnson Controls (NYSE: JCI), the global
leader for smart and sustainable buildings, was recently recognized as a thought leader for its actions and strategies in
response to climate change by CDP, an independent not-forprofit organization that builds a truly sustainable economy
and holds the largest database of primary corporate climate
change information in the world.
Johnson Controls received an A- climate change Leadership
band score, in recognition of its actions to reduce emissions
and mitigate climate change in the past reporting year as
well as an A score for its risk disclosure and governance.
Johnson Controls is among just 12 percent of companies
globally in climate leadership to be awarded this leadership
level position. A record-breaking 9,600+ companies disclosed
through CDP in 2020, a 70-percent increase since the Paris
Agreement was signed in 2015 and a 14-percent increase
since last year.
“Being recognized by CDP as a thought leader in addressing
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Johnson Controls has been recognized as a thought leader for its leadership
actions in response to climate change.

climate change underscores our ambition to play a meaningful role in helping the world transition to a low-carbon economy. The next decade is crucial in our shift to a sustainable
economy and with our team of 100,000 employees we are
firmly committed to building a world that’s safe, comfortable
and sustainable,” said George Oliver, chairman and CEO.
Recently Johnson Controls was named to the World’s Most
Ethical Companies® Honoree List and as one of the 100 Best
Corporate Citizens. Since Johnson Controls first signed the
United Nations Global Compact in 2004, the company has remained fully committed to aligning its operations and strategies with the U.N. Global Compact’s Ten Principles. Johnson
Controls is using its industry leading OpenBlue platform to
continually put sustainability at the forefront for its customers and society as a whole.
Competition for climate leadership level status is increasing,
and investors and purchasers are increasingly calling for
transparency and action from companies on how they are responding to climate change. According to CDP, 515 investors
with $96 trillion in assets and 125 major purchasers with $106
trillion in assets, and 150+ large purchasers with $4 trillion in
buying power requested thousands of companies to disclose
through CDP in 2020.
To read more about Johnson Controls’ commitment to sustainability, please visit:
https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/corporate-sustainability/
environment
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News

FPT Industrial, IVECO and Snam
Sign Agreement for Decarbonization
of Transport Using Biomobility and
Hydrogen
FPT Industrial and IVECO, the two CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE:
CNHI / MI: CNHI) brands that design and manufacture
powertrains and commercial vehicles respectively, together
with Snam, one of the world’s leading energy infrastructure
operators, have signed a Memorandum of Understanding for
technological and commercial cooperation in order to contribute to the decarbonization of the transport sector both in
Italy and internationally by developing biomobility (biomethane and natural gas) and hydrogen.
Firstly, the understanding calls for a collaboration between
the three partners — active along the entire supply chain,
from engines (with FPT Industrial) and commercial vehicles
(IVECO) to distribution infrastructure and services (Snam, via
Snam4Mobility) — to promote the central role of mobility
with natural gas (bioCNG and bioLNG) and hydrogen. This
will include innovative business models aimed at offering
end-to-end solutions for light- and heavy-duty commercial
vehicles, as well as buses.
The aim is to develop integrated sustainable mobility to promote further use of alternative drive vehicles, with a shared
strategy of collaborative development of vehicles and distribution network. In this way, the collaboration will also focus
on compiling studies designed to plan and experiment with
innovative refuelling solutions, technologies and infrastructure for fleets and professional customers.
Furthermore, FPT Industrial, IVECO and Snam plan to collaborate on sustainable mobility projects in the field of
local public transport and public utility. Within this context,

further initiatives combining engagement and advocacy with
institutions at a regional, national and European level will
aim to facilitate the expansion of sustainable mobility solutions based on natural gas and hydrogen.
“We have always been pioneers in the field of alternative
engines and we have 20 years’ experience developing natural
gas technology,” Pierpaolo Biffali, Vice President Product
Engineering, FPT Industrial, stated. “We are a market leader,
having sold more than 50,000 methane and biomethane
engines and boast the most powerful, 100-percent natural
gas engine for industrial vehicles: the Cursor 13 with 460
HP. Already now, our biomethane powered engines can
reduce CO2 emissions close to zero, supporting the challenge
against climate change. We believe that hydrogen is key in
the medium and long term, particularly for the long-distance transport sector. As a testament to our commitment to
hydrogen-powered technology, FPT Industrial and IVECO are
part of H2Haul (a European project to introduce and utilize
hydrogen trucks for on-road transport), thus continuing to
provide zero-emission solutions for heavy-duty applications.
This research will provide significant results, paving the way
for the development of this type of technology in the nottoo-distant future. We are certain that, thanks to this understanding, together we can create a more sustainable future.”
“IVECO has always been at the forefront of decarbonization
in the heavy-duty transport industry heading towards zero
emissions,” Marco Liccardo, Vice President, Medium & Heavy
Trucks Global Product Line, IVECO, declared. “This is a transformation that has already begun and in which hydrogen
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plays the leading role. Today, in fact, we look to the future
with the knowledge that natural gas and biomethane are a
fundamental enabling factor and a bridge towards hydrogen, which will provide the solution for long-haul transport
in view of the strict 2025 European emission reduction
targets, and consistently with our joint effort with Nikola to
launch our fuel cell heavy duty truck by 2023. Therefore, this
collaboration with Snam represents a further step forwards
in IVECO’s commitment to sustainable mobility and is an opportunity to develop the necessary infrastructure within the
Italian supply chain.”
“With this agreement, we aim to strengthen the role of
natural gas as an immediate solution for reducing emissions,
leveraging Italian leadership in this sector, and to develop
biomethane, and subsequently hydrogen, as key solutions for
sustainable mobility in the future, particularly in the case of
heavy-duty vehicles,” Alessio Torelli, CEO of Snam4Mobility,
said.
“Through Snam4Mobility, we are building an increasingly
widespread distribution infrastructure which is already at
the service of biomobility and will soon be for hydrogen,” he
continued. “Through our commercial partnerships, such as
the one we are undertaking with FPT Industrial and IVECO,
we want to collaborate with key players in the sector to
grow and develop technology within the value chain at an

An agreement among powertrain manufacturers FPT Industrial and IVECO,
and energy infrastructure operators Snam aims at integrated sustainable
mobility to further the use of alternative drive vehicles.

international level, helping to reduce polluting emissions
and achieve climate change objectives for the benefit of the
community.”
The agreement may be subject to further binding agreements, in which the parties will outline the terms and conditions for the implementation of projects.
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Member News

Nationwide Coils Expands Team,
Launches New Markets Offering On-Site
Customer Service
ST. PAUL, Minn. (BUSINESS WIRE) — Ecolab Inc., the global
leader in water, hygiene and infection prevention solutions
and services that protect people and vital resources, has been
recognized for its sustainability leadership by global environmental non-profit CDP, securing a place on its prestigious
‘A List’ for tackling climate change and protecting water
security.
CDP is widely considered the gold standard for corporate environmental transparency. Ecolab is one of a small number of
companies that achieved CDP’s double ‘A’ rating, out of more
than 5,800 businesses that were analyzed. Because of its
significant action on climate change and water security risks,
Ecolab is recognized by CDP as a leader in corporate environmental ambition, action and transparency worldwide.
“Our inclusion on CDP’s climate and water security A lists
reflects the work we do every day to help our customers reduce water and energy use and greenhouse gas emissions,”
said Ecolab Chairman and CEO Douglas M. Baker, Jr. “I’m
proud of the Ecolab team’s commitment to making a positive
impact within our company and for our customers.”
Ecolab’s recent climate action includes internal commitments
to align its operations and supply chain to the U.N. Global
Compact’s Business Ambition for 1.5°C and reduce its carbon
emissions by half by 2030 and to net-zero by 2050. In 2020,
Ecolab helped found the Water Resilience Coalition, part of
the UN Global Compact’s CEO Water Mandate.
The coalition aims to elevate global water stress to the top
of the corporate agenda and preserve the world’s freshwater
resources through collective action in water-stressed basins
and ambitious, quantifiable commitments.
“Taking the lead on environmental transparency and action
is one of the most important steps businesses can make and
is even more impressive in this challenging year marked by
COVID-19,” said Paul Simpson, CEO of CDP. “The scale of the
risk to businesses from climate change, deforestation and
water insecurity is enormous, and we know the opportunities of action far outweigh the risks of inaction. Leadership
from the private sector will create an ‘ambition loop’ for
greater government action and ensure that global ambitions
for a net zero sustainable economy become a reality. Our A
List celebrates those companies who are preparing themselves to excel in the economy of the future by taking action
today.”
A detailed and independent methodology is used by CDP
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to assess companies, allocating a score of A to D- based on
the comprehensiveness of disclosure, awareness and management of environmental risks, and demonstration of best
practices associated with environmental leadership, such as
setting ambitious and meaningful targets.
The full list of companies that made this year’s CDP A List is
available here, along with other publicly available company
scores: www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores.
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Techline

Johnson Controls Announces Metasys
Release 11.0 to Maximize Building
Operations and Modernize Systems
MILWAUKEE — Johnson Controls, the global leader for smart
and sustainable buildings, has released its latest version of
the Metasys Building Automation System (BAS), Metasys Release 11.0, which delivers enhanced system performance and
new cybersecurity capabilities. New and updated features
help owners and operators identify and solve issues to avoid
equipment failure and energy waste, while also providing a
flexible modernization path for aging system components.
Fault Detection & Diagnostic Capabilities
Metasys Release 11.0 introduces a new, licensable Fault Detection and Fault Triage feature suite. By identifying building
system-related faults, in order of severity, and providing suggested possible causes and corrective actions, it helps operators of varying experience levels quickly and easily identify
and troubleshoot issues to keep systems running optimally.
Modernizing Systems With Next-Generation Hardware and
Cybersecurity Enhancements
Metasys 11.0 also introduces:

•

•

Several new models to the Metasys hardware platform
• New equipment controller models, built with total cost
in mind, to streamline installation time and costs and
provide scalable options for any building management
need
• A new Supervisory Network Controller Series model in
cludes an on-board interface allowing the ability to
quickly and clearly monitor equipment status, view
alarms, see trends, issue overrides, and change setpoints and parameters
FIPS 140-2 Level 1 Compliance for Metasys Network En-
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gines and Application Servers provides a strong cybersecurity technique to help prevent unauthorized access to
customer systems and data
The increasingly urgent need to protect data and buildings
and gain measurable results requires an up-to-date building
automation system. Metasys 11.0 provides a flexible modernization path for customers with the porting over of feature
functionality from legacy system components and enhanced
replacements for aging hardware devices.
“We designed Metasys 11.0 to help customers with their
most critical outcomes — to protect and secure their building
investments and to do their jobs more efficiently,” said Chris
Eichmann, vice president and general manager, global controls products at Johnson Controls. “The seamless connection
with OpenBlue will power the next generation of future
proofed building systems for our customers.”
Metasys connects into the OpenBlue dynamic platform from
Johnson Controls. This connection enables a cost-effective
and safer return to the workplace, remote energy management, future proof open technology, digital transformation
and award-winning AI to accelerate sustainability and oper-

ational efficiency goals. It provides the data historian for the
OpenBlue Enterprise Manager and the Building Operation
Mode Dashboard as part of the OpenBlue Clean Air set of
solutions. OpenBlue was designed with agility, flexibility and
scalability in mind to enable buildings to become dynamic
spaces for customers that deliver environments that have
memory, intelligence and unique identity.
Over 30 Years of Innovation and Customer Successes
First launched in 1990, Metasys BAS was one of the first systems to use a personal computer as a host. Since then, Metasys has delivered over three decades of continuous innovation by providing new features and enhancements designed
to help building operators do their jobs more easily.

•
•
•

Now in its third generation, there have been 23 major and
minor Metasys releases since 2003.
The global Metasys footprint spans all seven continents
and includes over 40,000 installations in over 150,000
buildings.
In 2015, Metasys Release 7.0 introduced the Metasys user
interface, which organizes information according to building spaces and the equipment that serves them, reducing
learning time by 96 percent.

Johnson Controls’ new Metasys Release 11.0 offers improved
system performance and new cybersecurity capabilities.

To learn more about Metasys Release 11.0, visit
www.johnsoncontrols.com/campaigns/metasys-news.
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Columbus McKinnon Intelli-Guide™
Auto-Dispatch System Improves
Productivity Through Automation
BUFFALO, N.Y. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Columbus McKinnon
Corporation, a leading designer and manufacturer of motion
control products and technologies for material handling, has
expanded its Intelli-Crane™ family of automation solutions
with the new Intelli-Guide™ Auto-Dispatch System. Using
Magnetek® radios, drives and automation programming
integrated with motors and brakes, Intelli-Guide allows
operators to automatically send a load to different pre-programmed areas in a facility with the push of a button. As the
load moves to the programmed destination along a determined route, the operator can work on a different task or
start on the next step of the production process, increasing
productivity and efficiency.
“If a facility has outdated, manually controlled cranes, hoists
or monorail systems, automation technology can bring new
life to equipment, increasing their lifecycles and providing
new features to make operations safer and more efficient,”
Jim Kluck, global product manager for automation, said.
“With the precise positioning and automatic speed control
the system provides, Intelli-Guide can help streamline operations and improve efficiency compared with processes that
are manually operated.”
Auto-dispatch technology does the work for operators by
eliminating the need for specialized skills or knowledge of
lifting technology, sway control or protected zones. Intelli-Guide also helps reduce the potential for human error by
following pre-determined paths to designated positions,
which also prevents potential collisions with other equipment or operators. When combined with anti-sway software
or no-fly zone technology, auto-dispatch systems can minimize downtime for maintenance due to collisions.
Offered in several different operating modes, Intelli-Guide

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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Intelli-Guide applies Magnetek technology to upgrade and automate outdated, manually controlled cranes, hoists and monorail systems.

can be used to safely and accurately position a hoist, crane
or monorail. It is also available with various levels of motion control for setting pathways, targeting end locations,
specifying height limits and enabling automatic raising and
lowering capabilities. Intelli-Guide is an engineered-to-order
solution customized to fit exact application requirements,
giving customers flexibility to meet the needs of their
unique manufacturing processes. Intelli-Guide is ideal for the
aerospace, automotive, metals manufacturing, storage and
retrieval, and marine terminal industries.
Columbus McKinnon’s packaged Intelli-Crane automation
solutions are designed for ease of use, quick configuration and feature short lead times to get your system up
and running quickly. To learn more about all of Columbus
McKinnon’s automation solutions, including Intelli-Guide,
Intelli-Lift™ and Intelli-Protect™, call Columbus McKinnon’s
Automation Division at 800-288-8178 or visit
www.columbusmckinnon.com/automation.

Advantest Debuts Two New Cloud
Solutions to Boost Production
Efficiencies for New IC Designs
TOKYO (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Leading semiconductor test
equipment supplier Advantest Corporation (TSE: 6857),
working with its partner PDF Solutions Inc., has introduced
two new innovative cloud-based software solutions: the
Advantest V93000 Dynamic Parametric Test (DPT) system
powered by PDF Exensio® DPT, and an edge high-performance compute (HPC) system. These solutions are part of
the newly introduced Advantest Cloud Solutions™ (ACS), an
ecosystem of cloud-based products and services. At the core
of this ecosystem is the data- and analytics-focused platform
Advantest Cloud powered by PDF Exensio, which Advantest
is co-developing with PDF Solutions.
Leveraging the core technology developed by PDF Solutions,
the data generated from customer workflows is used to
provide feedback on processes from semiconductor design
validation to manufacturing, chip test, and system-level test.
Customers can get more value out of their supply chain,
their equipment, and their test data, to achieve faster timeto-yield with higher overall equipment efficiency by using
advanced algorithms, integrated workflows, and methodologies delivered through Advantest Cloud Solutions.
Advances in semiconductor technology such as advanced
process nodes, electrical scaling, 2.5D, and 3D packaging,
and a new focus on systems present unique challenges that
can only be solved through comprehensive software-guided
solutions. Integrating traditional data silos throughout the
semiconductor value chain can significantly improve product
quality, manufacturing yield, and cost efficiencies.
The Advantest V93000 Dynamic Parametric Test system
powered by PDF Exensio® DPT, jointly developed by Advantest and PDF Solutions, adds rule-based, intelligent test flow
adaptation to the V93000 SMU8 parametric test platform.
With this technology, test flows are automatically optimized
on-the-fly within milli-seconds to increase die test coverage,
improve the characterization of aberrant measurements,
correct equipment issues, and streamline the collection of
additional data to support root-cause identification and
down-stream analytics.
The new ACS edge HPC product can run complex test
workloads with millisecond latencies and is available for
early adopters. With pre-configured containers for machine
learning (ML), demodulation, or other high-performance
workloads, the system makes it easy to implement ML in
semiconductor test. Besides allowing users to track, manage,
and secure all containers from the cloud, it also provides
on-demand access to previous insertion data through application programming interfaces (APIs) with built-in forward

Advantest’s new offerings represent the global semiconductor industry’s
first integrated cloud-based software solutions portfolio.

and backward data feeds. Customers can deploy machine
learning models and algorithms in production, perform
in-situ test flow optimizations, and remotely manage highly
sensitive IP with maximum security.
“Just as we deliver value to our customers by offering the
most advanced test technologies, Advantest is continually
working to pioneer new business practices and expand our
product portfolio with fast-response, cost-saving services
from the cloud,” said Doug Lefever, president and CEO of
Advantest America Inc. “We view such innovations as part
of our Grand Design objective to add value throughout the
entire semiconductor value chain.”
These ACS products and other services are now available.
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Standard Lithium Advances Lithium
Extraction Technology, Improves
Lithium Carbonate
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Standard Lithium Ltd., an innovative technology and lithium
project development company, is pleased to announce that
it has successfully completed the start-to-finish proof of concept of its modern lithium processing technology. Successful
operation of the technology at pre-commercial continuous
scale has directly extracted lithium from brine in Arkansas
and produced a purified, concentrated intermediate product
(LiCl solution) that has been converted to a better-than-battery-quality lithium carbonate final product.

Table 1: Analysis of Lithium Carbonate
As seen in Table 1, the lithium carbonate produced from the
Arkansas brine is of very high purity (>99.92 wt.%), as opposed to the normal industry benchmark for ‘battery quality’
which is usually understood to be >99.5 wt.%. Conversion
of the lithium chloride to carbonate using a conventional
process is ongoing, and is being performed by a third-party
OEM/vendor in Plainfield, Ill. Data from these tests will be
released when available.

Better Than Battery Quality
The culmination of the proof of concept was to convert and
crystallize the LiCl solution produced by the Company’s firstof-its-kind Direct Lithium Extraction (DLE) Demonstration
Plant. The LiCl solution shipped from Arkansas was concentrated further using industry-standard reverse osmosis technology, and then converted at the Company’s SiFT Pilot Plant
located in British Columbia, Canada. The lithium carbonate
recrystallized as per the SiFT technology and the resulting
high-purity lithium carbonate was sent for independent
third-party chemical analysis.

Table 1

Ongoing Optimization and Pre-Commercial Operations
Standard Lithium continues to operate both the LiSTR DLE
plant in Arkansas and the SiFT Pilot Plant in BC in order to
gather additional operational data and refine design parameters to allow for future commercial scaling of the technologies. When current pandemic-related restrictions are eased
or lifted, it is still the company’s intention to relocate the SiFT
plant to Arkansas so that it can be tied into the existing plant
and operate on a continuous and integrated basis.

Fig. 1: Lithium carbonate being dried.
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“This is an extremely important milestone for Standard
Lithium,” Dr. Andy Robinson, President and COO of Standard
Lithium, commented. “We’ve managed to demonstrate the
first of its kind continuous extraction of lithium from Smackover brine, and we’ve converted it into better-than-bat-

Fig. 3: An overview image of the SiFT plant.

tery-quality material. Not only that, but we’ve done it at a
large scale, which now allows us to keep on working towards
commercialization. This proof of concept validates our approach over the past four years, and is testament to the hard
work and ingenuity of our deep and diverse technical team.”

Fig. 2: Real-time images of the lithium carbonate as it forms in the hot
reactor.
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ROHM Introduces New EMARMOUR™
Two-Channel, High-Speed Op Amp
Santa Clara, CA, and Kyoto, Japan (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) —
ROHM recently announced the availability of a two-channel,
high-speed, ground sense CMOS operational amplifier (op
amp), BD77502FVM, optimized for consumer and industrial
equipment requiring high-speed sensing — such as industrial
measurement and control systems.
The proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT) in recent
years has led to a significant increase in the number of electronic components used for advanced control in a variety of
applications. This trend towards greater electronics density
is leading to noisier environments, making it extremely
difficult to implement designs with electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Op amps play a critical point role because they
quickly amplify small signals (from sensors) in many detection systems that provide safety. In addition, printed circuit
board design can be problematic for conventional op amps
that are susceptible to oscillation due to capacitive loads (i.e.,
from wiring).
To mitigate noise issues common with conventional op amps,
ROHM has developed the EMARMOUR™ series featuring
superior noise-tolerant op amps. The first groundbreaking member of the EMARMOUR family was the BD77501G
single-channel, high-speed CMOS op amp that leveraged
the original Nano Cap™ technology to prevent oscillation
caused by load capacitance. This product has been well
received by engineers in a variety of fields and regions, and
this two-channel version was developed to meet increasing
market demands.
The newest BD77502FVM integrates two op amp devices
that prevent oscillation (i.e., due to wiring) while providing
high-speed amplification with slew rates up to 10V/µs and
breakthrough immunity to electromagnetic interference
(EMI). The output voltage across the entire noise frequency
band is limited to under ±20mV, which is 10x lower than a

ROHM’s BD77502FVM integrates two op amp devices to prevent oscillation while providing high-speed amplification and innovative immunity to
electromagnetic interference.

conventional op amp. High-speed signal amplification is now
achievable without being affected by external noise or load
capacitance when used in devices that output small signals,
such as sensors, thus improving reliability while simplifying
circuit designs.
Application Examples

•
•
•
•
•

Facility management equipment, such as abnormal current
and gas detectors
Motors requiring high-speed control (signal transmission)
Inverter control equipment
Pre-drive buffers for driving transistors
Other industrial and consumer applications requiring highspeed signal transmission and amplification without worrying about load capacitance

Please see the product table for the EMARMOUR CMOS op
amp lineup.
Availability: In mass production
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NeutraSafe Offers Condensate Pump
Base as Stand-Alone Product
Responding to demand from the trade, NeutraSafe Corporation has begun offering its NSP-50 condensate pump base as
a stand-alone product.
The patent-pending base, which includes a tray and seethrough lid containing NeutraSafe’s proprietary neutralization media sack, is an integral part of the NeutraSafe NSP-50
condensate neutralizing pump. This unit provides condensate
neutralization and disposal for condensing appliances with
capacities up to 500,000 BTU/h. By selling the base separately, installers can use it in conjunction with any Little Giant
VCMA series pump.
The NSP-50 base comes with a neutralization media in
a fabric sack, and snaps easily in place on a VCMA series
pump. The NSP-50 Base provides a fast, easy way to recharge
neutralization media for condensing appliances, with simple
visual inspection and industry-leading neutralization.

NeutraSafe Corporation’s NSP-50 Base offers an efficient solution for recharging neutralization media for condensing appliances.
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RectorSeal® Introduces Aspen® M4R and
RTP™ Series Condensate Tank Pumps
RectorSeal — a leading manufacturer of quality HVAC/R
tools and accessories, and wholly owned subsidiary of CSW
IndustrialsInc. — introduces the Aspen® Pumps M4R Series
and RTP™ (RectorSeal Tank Pump) Series of condensate tank
pumps.
The product line offers tank pumps for most residential
and commercial applications ranging from entry level value
to feature-rich premium models, all with water level float
mechanisms, thermal overload protection and safety cut-off
switches that inactivate the system to protect property-damaging condensate overflow.
The three-model M4R Series features a noise rating operation of less than 45-dB at one-meter (comparable to a refrigerator compressor). The Series also offers a small footprint
of 11.2 x 5.6-inches (284 x 142-mm), and a compact height of
5.3-inches (134-mm). The M4R lineup’s 230-V and two 110-V
models are designated by 15, 17 and 20-foot (4.5, 5.1, 6-m)
head capacities. The M4R Series uses a patented impeller
technology that enhances performance. The M4R Series’
IP-24 rating certifies ingress protection against objects up to
half-inch (12.5-mm) and sprayed water from all directions.
The M4R Series also carries a two-year warranty and a >140°F
(60°C) rating suitable for furnace condensate temperatures.
The M4R’s installation aids include a built-in bubble level,
four ¾- (19-mm) or one 1-inch (25-mm) tapered PVC inlet
options with covers, 6-foot-long (1.8-m) power cord, 6-inchlong (152-mm) cutoff switch wire leads and slotted mounting
arms for flexible positioning. The M4R design expedites routine maintenance with two perforated, easily-cleaned plastic
debris filters, power status LED and a half-gallon (1.9-L) ABS
plastic quick-release tank. The removable outlet check valve
prevents drain backflow and is easily repaired or replaced
with a unique twist-and-click lock-in design and securing
retention clip.
The RTP Series consists of one 230-V and two 110-V models with either 15 or 24-foot (4.5 or 7.3-m) head capacities.
The RTP’s compact footprint is 11 x 5 inches (279-127-mm)
with a 7-inch (177-mm) height. Installation is quick with
molded-plastic mounting arms, a 6-foot-long power cord,
10-inch-long (254-mm) cutoff switch wire leads and three
¾-inch inlet options with covers. It features a reliable float
arm design and a half-gallon tank. The RTP carries a one-year
limited warranty.
Complementing the tank pump product line are several existing RectorSeal condensate maintenance products: Actabs™
EE EPA-registered biocide bacteria, sludge and odor eliminator; Nu Line® non-corrosive, non-fuming condensate drain
cleaner for preventing clogs and leaks; and LineShot™ drain
line CO2 pressure flush device for use with Safe-T-Switch
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RectorSeal’s new tank pump models feature cutoff switches that protect
most residential and commercial unitary air conditioning, furnace and dehumidifier applications from property-damaging condensate overflow.

Model SC1 cleanout.
Installation and service instruction for both the RTP and
M4R Series are available free with On-Demand Training
With RectorSeal, a free program for individuals or groups of
HVAC service technicians. Participants can sign up for 20- to
40-minute interactive online classes at www.rectorseal.com/
class-registration with RectorSeal’s NATE-certified product
trainer, Jerry Myren. Registrants receive a confirmation email
and receive an invitation on their Google, Outlook or other
calendar options. Training is also available with the new
RectorSeal Academy, a cloud-based platform of self-directed
e-learning courses that operate easily on all computer devices and smartphones.
For additional information on RectorSeal’s tank pump product line, please visit www.rectorseal.com; email:
marketing@rectorseal.com; or call (800) 231-3345.

Emerson De-icing System Prevents
Costly Damage to Roofs Caused by Snow
and Ice Accumulation
ROSEMONT, Ill. — With the onset of Winter Emerson
launched its new EasyHeat RG Trace Cable De-Icing System to
help commercial building managers avoid serious problems
caused by ice accumulation on building roofs, and inside
gutters and downspouts.

Left unchecked, ice dams foster melt water migration and
accumulation, resulting in leaks, structural damage, and with
enough load, a collapsed roof. By melting ice and providing
a path for meltwater to flow freely, from the roof to the
ground, the RG Trace Cable De-Icing System protects properties from damages caused by ice dam formation.

Emerson’s EasyHeat RG Trace Self-Regulating Cable De-icing System is
designed to help commercial buildings avoid costly maintenance and repairs
as a result of ice accumulation on roofs, in gutters and in downspouts.

The EasyHeat RG Trace Cable De-Icing System includes everything necessary for a complete, cost-efficient and hassle-free
installation:

•

•

Cut-to-length RG Trace cables, delivering 12 watts per foot

•

output needed to accommodate larger commercial gutters
and downspouts;
EasyHeat Controls to sense both moisture and temperature, optimizing power consumption;
Downspout hangers, power connection kits and end-seals
necessary to safely complete the system.

Being self-regulating, EasyHeat RG Trace Cable automatically varies its heat output as the surrounding temperature
changes. The cable’s outer jacket is both waterproof and UV
resistant to withstand harsh weather conditions for years,
while a tinned copper braid installed over two protective
inner jackets provide a safe, continuous ground path. EasyHeat RG Trace Cable is available to order on reels up to 1,000
ft, for cut-to-length convenience in the field. Exceptionally
versatile, the system is suitable for use on virtually every type
of roofing material.
Prevent Costly Roof Damage
Repairing the roof of a commercial building is expensive.
Even a minor repair typically costs several thousand dollars.
With larger repairs, or work on membrane, slate or metal
roofs, those costs run exponentially higher. Industry estimates put roof replacement on a 10,000 square-foot building
at approximately $70,000. By safeguarding the roof line, gutter, and downspouts of commercial buildings from damaging
ice and snow accumulation, the RG Trace Cable De-Icing
System is an investment that pays dividends every winter.
Icicle Dangers to People and Property
Each winter there are media reports about icicles falling from
multi-story commercial buildings causing lacerations, broken
bones, head trauma or worse. Icicles have also been known
to shatter the windows of cars parked nearby when they’ve
broken free. Icicles are visual evidence of ice dam formation,
and the primary cause of leaky and/or overloaded roofs.
EasyHeat RG Trace Cable Systems prevent icicles from forming, providing commercial grade protection year after year.
EasyHeat RG Trace Cables are UL and CSA approved for roof
application to existing structures and new construction. For
more information, visit www.easyheat.com.
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UHF Band RTM™ Meter Allows Wireless
Monitoring of Tension in Critical Joints
PHOENIX — Maintenance engineers in critical environments
charged with condition monitoring have long wished the
bolts themselves could start the conversation. Now they can.
Valley Forge & Bolt has taken its SPC4 ® Load Indicating
Technology to a new level with the latest addition to the
company’s RTM™ (Remote Tension Monitoring) series of meters — the UHF Band RTM Meter, a wireless bolt monitoring
system. The UHF Band RTM Meter operates in 433/868/915
MHz frequencies, which includes the industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) frequency.
This wireless sensor detects and collects the tension level in
a bolted joint as read by the company’s SPC4® fastener, and
then relays the data to a facility’s condition monitoring/SCADA system. Users can also program the sensor to take measurements at prescribed intervals and send alerts if a bolted
joint falls out of chosen tension parameters.
There are several scenarios in which the UHF Band RTM™
Meter’s capabilities will pay dividends for users, but the first
is the meter facilitates close monitoring of new fasteners
during and immediately after install. The early hours after an
initial tightening sequence can be critical to long-term performance because an unexpected loss of tension can affect
bolt life.
“The facility manager can set the reading intervals for
rapid readings, down to once every second, or for every 10
minutes. He or she can see immediately if a fastener is losing
tension and correct it,” said James Brooks, Valley Forge &
Bolt’s head of engineering and business development. “Conversely, after enough time has passed and they are satisfied
that the tension is holding, the manager can quickly and
remotely adjust the reading intervals to be farther apart.”
In the long term, all bolts can be set to broadcast alerts when
a chosen tension threshold is crossed.

Valley Forge’s UHF Band RTM Meter is a Web-based clamp load sensor that
is IoT-compatible

“Select a tension percentage that is close to your application’s danger or alert zone,” said Brooks. “If needed, a
window with upper and lower tension percentage limits can
be created. An alert can be sent as an email or as an audible
alarm. The user has total flexibility.”
For the first time, the bolt is starting the conversation about
whether it needs maintenance or inspection. Managers can
also program alert windows during “interest” periods, such
as times of suspected greater vibration in a process, to gauge
how fasteners are reacting.
With a Web-based user interface, users can change parameters for each wireless sensor remotely. “These features have
never before been available in a bolting wireless product,”
said Brooks. “The UHF Band RTM™ Meter is a game changer.”
In addition, the UHF band attribute will improve battery life
and enable increased distance from the probe to the collection device. SPC4® fasteners make it possible to measure the
actual tension from within a fastener, providing real-time
knowledge of critical joint tension and performance from
installation through fastener life. A variety of sensors and
meters are available to read, display, and relay this tension
information.
For more information, reach out to Valley Forge & Bolt Mfg.
Co. at 4410 W. Jefferson Street, Phoenix, AZ 85043, call
1-(800)-832-6587 or visit on the Web at www.vfbolts.com.
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Pasternack Releases New Flange-Style
Waveguide-to-Coax Adapters
IRVINE, Calif. — Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand and
a leading provider of RF, microwave and millimeter wave
products, has just expanded its line of euro-style flange,
waveguide-to-coax adapters that are ideal for satellite
communications, radar, wireless communications and test
instrumentation applications.
These new waveguide-to-coax adapters feature waveguide
sizes that range from WR-22 to WR-430 , European IEC
standard flanges (including UBR square cover, UDR and PDR
types), right-angle and end-launch coaxial connector options
and N-type, SMA, 2.92mm and 2.4mm connector choices.

The new adapters are all in-stock and available off-the-shelf
to address our customers’ urgent needs,” said Steven Pong,
Product Line Manager, RF Passive Components.
Pasternack’s new waveguide-to-coax adapters with IEC euro-style flanges are in stock and ready for immediate shipment with no minimum order quantity.
For inquiries, Pasternack can be contacted at
+1-949-261-1920.

These new waveguide-to-coax adapters transform waveguide transmission lines into 50-ohm coaxial lines, allowing
power to be transmitted in either direction with each adapter covering the full frequency range of its waveguide band.
“Our new line of flange-style waveguide-to-coax adapters
comply with European IEC standards to support customers
and waveguide systems that utilize these flange standards.

Providing optimal
solutions and strategic
planning for:
All corrosion, paint, coating and
material selection processes
Owner-centric project management
and oversight

Pasternack’s waveguide-to-coax adapters with European IEC standard
flanges are now available.
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IAQA 2021 Global Virtual Annual
Meeting & Expo
Feb. 15-18
Virtual Event

arm of the international consulting firm KPMG in Philadelphia, where he was a Senior Manager.

The 2021 IAQA Global Virtual Annual Meeting & Expo presents an opportunity to access unparalleled technical education, top-notch networking, and a program that is more
robust than ever, with many new speakers.

Nationally, Gene appears regularly on MSNBC and Fox News
as well as The John Batchelor Show and SiriusXM's Wharton Business Channel, where he talks about the financial,
economic and technology issues that affect business leaders
today.

This year, the IAQA’s multi-disciplinary event virtually brings
together contractors, consultants, and other professionals
across the entire spectrum of the indoor air quality industry
to share their insights, ideas and innovations. The program
includes an outstanding lineup of more than 30 educational sessions covering diverse and timely topics. The meeting
sessions will feature a blend of on-demand and live speakers
with multiple attendee interaction options, creating a novel
way to connect remotely with fellow attendees, speakers
and sponsors. This will not be your typical Zoom meeting —
the format will allow you to attend more sessions than you
would be able to in person, while still being able to meet
with the sponsors.

For more information or to register, visit
annualmeeting.iaqa.org.

CampusEnergy2021
Feb. 16-18, 2021
Virtual Event

CampusEnergy2020 was honored to welcome 1,160 attendees to Denver in February 2020. To ensure the health and
wellbeing of everyone working in the industry, this year,

Featured Speaker: Gene Marks
Through his keynotes and breakout sessions, Gene helps
business owners, executives and managers understand the
political, economic and technological trends that will affect
their companies and — most importantly — the actions they
can take to continue to grow and profit.
Gene owns and operates the Marks Group PC, a highly successful 10-person firm that provides technology and consulting services to small and medium-sized businesses.
Prior to starting the Marks Group PC, Gene, a Certified Public
Accountant, spent nine years in the entrepreneurial services

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.
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Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc

CampusEnergy2021 will be a virtual event.

sixty sessions, created specifically for you. The sessions cover
a wide array of topics to help HVACR educators and trainers
keep their training current, aligned with industry standards,
improve their teaching techniques, and be more effective in
preparing others for success in the HVACR industry.

A Bridge to the Future
College and university campuses have emerged as global
leaders in the operation and optimization of world-class
district energy systems. For more than 30 years, the annual
IDEA Campus Energy Conference has earned a reputation
for excellent technical content, valuable peer exchange,
and open constructive dialogue with business partners in a
relaxed, collegial atmosphere.
This event will be packed full of platinum-level knowledge
and expertise sharing that you have grown to expect from
IDEA.
For more information or to register, visit
www.districtenergy.org/campusenergy2021/home

National HVACR Educators and Trainers
Conference
March 15th-26th, 2021
Virtual Event

This conference, created specifically for those involved in
HVACR training, provides the opportunity to participate in

If you are involved in training the current or future HVACR
workforce, this is a must-attend event. The 2021 conference
will be conducted online, making it easy, affordable and safe
for everyone to attend. Registration provides access to all
of the sessions, as they are broadcast, and for 120 days to
follow.

Networking Opportunities
If you’re looking to network with other like-minded HVACR
educators and trainers, the HVAC Excellence National HVACR
Educators and Trainers Conference is the best way to do so!
Why? This event was created specifically for HVACR instructors. Everyone participating will be involved in preparing
others for the industry or to support their own training
efforts. Exchanging ideas with other people who have similar
jobs allows you to collaborate on important issues such as
recruitment, retention, placement, classroom performance,
blended learning, student outcomes, and other shared interests.

When variable speed is
what you need.
Our qualified team assembles, installs, and
repairs a wide variety of programmable
controllers and drives.
x Retrofitting Pumping Systems to Variable
Frequency Drives
x Extended warranties up to ten years
x Base Mounted or In-Line Pumps
x Sensor-less or with sensors
x Energy savings analysis

Call us today for a complimentary, intelligent
estimate for retrofitting your pumping system to VFD.

(630) 455-1034
novatronicsinc@bornquist.com | www.novatronicsinc.com
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE and CIBSE Sign Strategic
Partnership Agreement
ATLANTA — ASHRAE and the Chartered Institution of
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) have signed a Strategic
Partnership Agreement (SPA) formalizing the organizations’
relationship.
The SPA was signed by Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E., 2020-21
ASHRAE President, and Stuart MacPherson, CIBSE President,
during a recent virtual signing ceremony. The agreement
outlines how ASHRAE and CIBSE will work cooperatively on
activities that serve their respective memberships, and to promote the advancement of a more sustainable built environment through HVAC&R technologies and their applications.
Areas of collaboration include:
• Joint initiatives aimed at accelerating the progression of
digital technologies and research.
• Virtual design and construction to improve the resilience
of buildings and the health of occupants in an increasingly
challenging climate.
• Coordinated promotion of joint grassroots meetings and
conferences.
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•
•
•
•

Advocacy and work on common public affairs goals and
ideologies.
Consistent leadership communication.
Publication development and distribution.
Education and professional development co-development
and cross marketing.

“Our continued collaboration with CIBSE provides a meaningful opportunity to coordinate efforts on innovative technologies and resources to advance the growth of the built
environment,” Gulledge said. “We value this partnership
with CIBSE and are excited to leverage this collaboration to
move the industry and buildings towards a more sustainable
future.”
“We are delighted to sign this agreement with ASHRAE and
strengthen the long-standing relationship between our organizations,” MacPherson said. “The increasing local and global
challenges of maintaining safe, healthy and efficient built
environments marks this as a particularly auspicious time to

share knowledge and expertise to enhance our offerings for
the benefit of both our members and wider society.”

2021 ASHRAE Virtual Winter Conference Is
Here
Feb. 9-11, 2021

ATLANTA — Just a reminder that the 2021 ASHRAE Virtual
Winter Conference will take place Feb. 9-11, 2021. The convenient online format of the conference will allow for global
participation with a group of the world’s leading presenters
delivering timely and useful industry content.
“ASHRAE’s Virtual Winter Conference will include three days
packed with learning and live discussions from top experts,”
said 2020-21 ASHRAE President Charles E. Gulledge III, P.E.
“This is the perfect platform and opportunity for built environment professionals to take advantage of the Society’s
strong technical content. The conference will provide us the
opportunity to amplify ASHRAE’s important research and
resources to address the challenges of the times we’re living
in.”
The conference will feature nearly 98 live and on-demand
sessions with updates from Society leaders and virtual
networking events. Technical sessions will address building
performance, COVID-19, energy conservation, refrigerants,
ethics, equipment and standards. Conference registration is
now open at ashrae.org/2021winter.
The cost to attend the virtual conference is $249 for ASHRAE
members ($479 for non-members, which includes an ASHRAE
membership for one year). For additional pricing and information, and to register, please visit ashrae.org/2021winter.
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American Street Guide

From Matzo to Gumbo: Museum
Explores Southern Jewish Life
By Stacey Plaisance | Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A new museum under construction in
New Orleans will explore the journey of immigrant Jews and
subsequent generations to the American South who brought
with them a religious way of life they struggled to maintain
while seeking acceptance in the home of the Bible Belt.
With multimedia interactive exhibits and a collection of
more than 7,000 artifacts, the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience will illustrate the ways Southern and Jewish
cultures influenced each another’s families, businesses, religions, politics and food habits as Jewish staples like potato
latkes and matzo ball soup were met with Southern grits and
gumbo.
There will be also be exhibits on harder-hitting issues, such as
race relations, Jewish slave ownership and anti-Semitism.
In the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, most Jewish immigrants lived in the Northeast, but thousands settled across
the South, said Kenneth Hoffman, the museum’s executive
director.
“This can tell us about the history of the South in a way that
we haven’t looked at it before,” Hoffman said. “It can tell us
about diversity and the importance of diversity for strengthening not only our Southern communities but America in
general.”
A museum highlight is a colorful patchwork quilt that a
group of Jewish women in Canton, Mississippi, made in 1885
to raise funds to build a synagogue there.
The gallery with the quilt will have an interactive station
where visitors can sit down at a table and use a touchscreen
to create, electronically, their own quilt square and add it to
a quilt of other digital squares made by fellow visitors.
“It speaks to the coming together of many different pieces,
many different colors, many different fabrics to create something brand new and beautiful,” Hoffman said.
Once open, museum visitors will be able to watch a video
introduction in a theater gallery and view elaborate Jewish
spice boxes, prayer books and tzedakah boxes often found in
Jewish homes that are used for collecting coins for charity.
Organizers say the museum is designed to be a source of
pride for the Jewish community, but it’s also intended to be a
welcoming and informative space for the general public.
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“This is a lesson on the American experience, what happens
when strangers come to a strange land, where we work
together to build communities. accept people that are different than ourselves,” said Jay Tanenbaum, the museum’s
chairman, whose great-grandfather emigrated from Poland
to the tiny town of Dumas, Ark., eventually running a cotton
gin there and establishing roots for four generations.
Tanenbaum says his family’s history is one repeated “thousands of times over” across the South, as Jewish families like
his worked hard to adapt and built strong, loving bonds
within their communities.
He said he’s hoping that sharing these stories will help
curb violence against Jews. In the years leading up to the
COVID-19 pandemic, acts of violence against American Jews
was on the rise, with 2019 seeing the most violence in four
decades, according to the Anti-Defamation League. That
year included deadly attacks on a California synagogue, a
Jewish grocery store in New Jersey and a rabbi’s New York
home.
“If we put together a museum and have lots of visitors who
are not Jewish who come to understand the similarities and
the way we all work together and the loving relationships,
we think that is maybe the best thing we can do to promote
the safety and security of Jewish communities and Jewish
individuals,” Tanenbaum said.
The museum’s artifact collection comes from the original Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience, which first opened
in 1986 at a Jewish summer camp in rural Utica, Mississippi. It
was founded as a repository for artifacts from small Southern
communities as Jewish populations began leaving for bigger
cities.
That museum was shuttered in 2012, when organizers began
looking for a location with better public access and to expand the mission from small-town artifacts to telling the full
Southern Jewish experience across 13 states and spanning
some 300 years, from Colonial times through the civil rights
movement.
New Orleans was selected for the reboot for its vibrant tourism base, long Jewish history and historical connection to the
broader South.
The museum is being constructed in a more than century-old
building along one of the city’s main streetcar lines near the
National WWII Museum, the Ogden Museum of Southern Art

As tradition dictates, a pointer is used to follow the Hebrew written passages in the Torah, in order not to handle and thus damage the document. The
Torah is one of three kept in an ark preserved from a Vicksburg synagogue that was demolished in the early 1970s, and is one of many artifacts kept on
display at the Museum of the Southern Jewish Experience opening in New Orleans. The museum is a collection of religious objects and memorabilia tracing the Jewish experience in the South. (AP Photo/Rogelio Solis)

and the Contemporary Arts Center.
Originally scheduled to open in fall 2020, construction was
delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which shut down
much of New Orleans when the city emerged as an early
hotspot for the deadly virus.

Tourism remains crippled, but the museum is on track to
open within the first quarter of 2021, Hoffman said. An exact
date has not been set.
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ACROSS
1 Quarry
5 Car fuel
8 Last month of
year
11 Catamount
15 Accumulate
17 Parody
18 Hubbub
19 Table cloth fabric
20 Beam
22 Edible white root
24 Feigned
25 Picnic visitor
26 Twitch
28 First public
appearance
29 Develop
30 Transgression
31 French “yes”
33 Santa’s helper
35 Cobweb
36 Ball
37 British drink
38 American Cancer
Society (abbr.)
40 Persia
42 Volcano
44 Baby goat
45 Navy cleric
47 Buttocks, slang
49 Foreign
Agricultural
Service
52 Declining
54 Got up
55 Bedroom
furniture
58 Prejudice
60 Supply
61 Fairs well
62 Properly
63 Southern
Californian
college
65 Tree
66 Communication
Workers of
America (abbr.)
67 Detail
69 Loose gown worn
at mass
70 Lout
71 Group 5
74 Last day of the
wk.
77 Able
80 Soften
83 Attorney (abbr.)
84 More able
86 Marsh
88 Heavenly light
89 Been
90 Farewells
91 Put up on a string
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93 Engage in
espionage
Quarry
1 94
Levels the surface
5 Car fuel
95 Ballroom dances
8 Last month of year
Obtained
Catamount
11 97
Accumulate
15 98
Pros
17 Parody
100
In __ (together)
Hubbub
18
TableFox
cloth hole
fabric
101
19
Beam
20
103
Plant
22 Edible white root
104
Before (prefix)
Feigned
24
PicnicChoose
visitor
25
105
26 Twitch
107
Ball
holder
28 First public appearance
109
Sailor’s yes
Develop
29
Transgression
30
111
School group
31 French "yes"
112
Bashful
33 Santa's helper
113
Musical
Cobweb
35
36 Ball production
37 British drink
115
Resort
hotel
American
Cancer
Society
38
(abbr.)
117
Deli order
Persia
40
119 Jewish scriptures
42 Volcano
121
BabyAttacks
goat
44
NavyMiddle
cleric
45
123
eastern
47 Buttocks, slang
peninsula
49 Foreign Agricultural Service
125
Relating to birds
Declining
52
Got up
54
126
Respiratory
55 Bedroom furniture
disease
127 Accountant
128 Religious systems
129 Prophet
130 Exceed
131 2,000 pounds
132 Nerd

ACROSS

DOWN
Prejudice

58
60 Supply
well
61
1 Fairs
Joyful
62 Properly
2
Protein
part, with
63 Southern Californian college
‘acid’
65 Tree
Workers of
66
3 Communication
Gown
America (abr.)
4
Eastern
Time
67 Detail
gown worn at mass
5 Loose
Lacuna
69
70
6 Lout
College (abbr.)
71 Group 5
7 Last
Scattered
day of the wk.
74
77
8 Able
European river
80 Soften
9 Change
83 Attorney (abbr.)
10
Police
able officer
84 More
86 Marsh
11
Desert
88 Heavenly light
12
Fresh
89 Been
13
Communicators
90 Farewells
up on aawhile
string
91 Put
14
After
93 Engage in espionage
16
Put
94 Levels the surface
dances
95 Ballroom
19
Lysergic
acid
97 Obtained
diethylamide
Pros
98
21 InFib
__ (together)
100
hole
101
23 Fox
Compass
point
103 Plant
24
Bar
104 Before (prefix)
27 Choose
Hikes
105
holderslowly
107
29 Ball
Cook
109 Sailor's yes

32 Freezing
34 Pointed sticks on the
rampart
36 New York Indian
37 Truss
39 Perceive
41 Invalidate
43 Shape a pot
44 Relation
46 Off-Broadway award

48 Bird’s home

111 School group
49Bashful
Federal Bureau of
112
production
113 Musical
Investigation
115 Resort hotel
50
Sky
117 Deli order
51Jewish
Pundits
scriptures
119
121
53Attacks
Precious stone
123 Middle eastern peninsula
54 Most basic
125 Relating to birds
55Respiratory
All you
can eat meals
disease
126
127
56Accountant
Wing
128 Religious systems
57Prophet
Change hue
129
130
59Exceed
Mucky water
131 2,000 pounds
62Nerd
Knobs
132

64 BB association
Seafood
71
Animal foot
1 Joyful
72
Terminal
abbr.
part, with 'acid'
2 Protein
3 Gown
73
Male parent
4 Eastern Time
74
Soft fabric
5 Lacuna
75
Use(abbr.)
again
6 College
7 Scattered
76
Internal Revenue
8 European river
Service
9 Change
officer
10
77Police
Abdominal
muscles
11 Desert
(abbr.)
12 Fresh
78Communicators
__ cake (child’s game)
13
awhile
14
79After
Tzar
16 Put
80 Part of a ladder
81 Sleep
82 Strive
85 Computer number
system
87 Parts of pounds
90 Alternative (abbr.)
92 Deity
94 Captured soldier
96 Ocean
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acid diethylamide
19
97Lysergic
Hockey
player
21 Fib
99
Blots
(2 wds.)
23 Compass point
100
24 BarSevere
27 Hikes
102
Half a byte
29 Cook slowly
103
Drive away
32 Freezing
104
Doctoral
sticks on degree
the rampart
34 Pointed
York vegetable
Indian
36 New
106
Pod
37 Truss
108
Environmental
39 Perceive
41 Invalidate
protection
43 Shape a pot
agency (abbr.)
44 Relation
110
Snobs award
46 Off-Broadway
home groups
48 Bird's
111
Parent
49 Federal Bureau of Investigation
112
Heat
giver
50 Sky
113
National capital
51 Pundits
53 Precious
114
Dogstone
food brand
54 Most basic
116
Bow
55 All you can eat meals
118
Undertaking
56 Wing
hue
57 Change
120
Deface
59 Mucky water
121
Furthest
back
62 Knobs
association
64 BB __
122
Francisco
68 Seafood
124
Fall mo.
71 Animal foot
72 Terminal abbr.
73 Male parent
74 Soft fabric
75 Use again
76 Internal Revenue Service
77 Abdominal muscles (abbr.)
78 __ cake (child's game)
79 Tzar
80 Part of a ladder
81 Sleep
82 Strive
85 Computer number system
87 Parts of pounds
90 Alternative (abbr.)
92 Deity
94 Captured soldier
96 Ocean
97 Hockey player
99 Blots (2 wds.)
100 Severe
102 Half a byte
103 Drive away
104 Doctoral degree
106 Pod vegetable
108 Environmental protection
agency (abbr)
110 Snobs
111 Parent groups
112 Heat giver
113 National capital
114 Dog food brand
116 Bow
118 Undertaking
120 Deface
121 Furthest back
122 __ Francisco
124 Fall mo.

Boiler Room Annex
Experiment Fowl-Up
Source: www.workjoke.com

Scientists at NASA developed a gun built specifically to
launch dead chickens at the windshields of airliners, military
jets and the space shuttle, all traveling at maximum velocity.
The idea was to simulate the frequent incidents of collisions
with airborne fowl to test the strength of the windshields.
British engineers heard about the gun and were eager to
test it on the windshields of their new high-speed trains.
Arrangements were made, and when the gun was fired, the
engineers stood shocked as the chicken hurtled out of the
barrel, crashed into the shatterproof shield, smashed it to
smithereens, crashed through the control console, snapped
the engineer’s backrest in two and embedded itself in the
back wall of the cabin.
Horrified Britons sent NASA the disastrous results of the
experiment, along with the designs of the windshield, and
begged the U.S. scientists for suggestions. NASA’s response
was just one sentence — “THAW THE CHICKEN!”
Real Engineers
Source: www.workjoke.com
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Real engineers consider themselves well dressed if their socks
match.

Real engineers’ politics run towards acquiring a parking
space with their name on it and an office with a window.

Real engineers buy their spouses sets of matched screwdrivers
for their birthdays.

Real engineers know the “ABC’s of Infrared” from A to B.

Real engineers have a non-technical vocabulary of 800 words.
Real engineers repair their own cameras, telephones, televisions, watches and automatic transmissions.
Real engineers say, “It’s 70 degrees Fahrenheit, 25 degrees
Celsius and 298 Kelvin” when all you say is, “Isn’t it a nice
day?”

Real engineers know how to take the cover off of their computers, and are not afraid to do it.
Real engineers’ briefcases contain a Phillips screwdriver, a
copy of “Quantum Physics” and a half of a peanut butter
sandwich.
Real engineers don’t find the above at all funny.

Real engineers wear badges so they don’t forget who they
are. Sometimes a note is attached, saying, “Don’t offer me a
ride today. I drove my own car.”
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